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CULTEE'S KATHLAMET "SAlMJN'S MYTH':' AS 1WICE-1OlD 10 BOAS: 

LANGUAGE, MfH)RY AND SELECTIVE PERFORMA.N:E 1 

Dell Hymes 

University of Pennsylvania 

want to make a point about ethnopoetics in relation to a methodological 

approach I shall call 'practical structuralism'. The point has emerged from 

philology, philology in its broad sense the establish:nent of the language ofI 

texts and their interpretation as well,and so I must begin with the context 

of the text. 

In 1890 Franz Boas, seeking to rescue knowledge of languages and 

traditions in the Pacific Northwest, could find on the Oregon coast 

no one who could dictate texts in the language of the Chinook who had 

dcminated that very place at the begirming of the century, hosting 

Lewis and Clark. Referred to Bay Center, Washington, there he found three 

other survivors, one of whom, Charles CuItee , proved 'a veritable storehouse 

of information' (1901: 5). Cultee quickly grasped Boas' purposes, even though 
~ 

their only medium of ccmwnicati~S the Chinook Jargon, and enabled him 

to understand the structure of the language. Boas made three trips in all, 

1890, 1891 and Deca:nber 1894. On the last trip he sought to test the 

accuracy and validity of his Kathlamet data, as he himself explains: 

" .••Cultee was my only infonnant (for Kathlamet). This is unfortunate, 

as he, told n:e also Chinook texts, and is, therefore, the only 

source for two dialects of the Chinookan stock. In order to ascertain 

the accuracy of his mode of telling, I had two stories which he had 

told in the S'lJl11lleI of 1891 repeated three and a half years later, in 

Deca:i:lber 1894. . ••They show great similarity and corroborate the 

opinim which I formed from internal evidence that the language of 

the texts is fairly good ariepresents the dialect in a comparatively 

pure state. Cultee lived for a considerable ntll1ber of years at 

Cathlamet, on the south side of the Colurrbia river, a few miles above 

Astoria, 'Where he acquired this dialect. His mother's lll')ther was a 

Kathlamet .•• " • 

'!his is all that Boas ever published about the 'great similarity' of the 

'bD tellings of the two stories. 

Sixty years later Boas' finding about the state of the dialect was
 

abundantly confinned. His texts provided the basis for an account of
 

Kathlamet phonology, norph::>logy and lexicon (Hymes 1955). Until now
 

nothing has been said about t1:;ktate of the traditicn expressed in the texts.
 
L-

Indeed. 'We can now ask not only about its ccntent but also about its
 

organization. Chinookan narratives, and many other American Indian
 

narrative traditions, have been found to show an organizaticn in terms of 

lines and groups of lines (Hymes 1981, 1985; an initial sketch of the 

Kathlamet 'Sun's myth' in English translation is given at the end of 

H)l'II£s 1975). Narrative canpetence of this kind can shine through a text 

both brief and dialectally saneWhat garbled (Hymes 1982.a). What about 

Cultee's two repeated tellings? 

Cultee's narratives do show the general Chinookan patterns of 

organization. 'When closely canpared, they srow details that bear 

on the stability of tradition over time and that can be taken to have to 

do with IllEm)ry and its refreshment. They also show details that are a 

tlBtter of selective perfonnance, of focus on one rather than another aspect 

of the tradition of a myth. These details come to view as a result of 

analysis of ethnopoetic form. Once pointed out, they are perhaps 

obvious, yet it is my experimce that t~y are not visible in texts as 

usually published. My 0'WI:1. interpretation of the n:eaning of the ~ t~tJs 'CaIIle only 

as an answer to the problem posed by the discovery that they are not the 

same in form. Without the verse analysis I would have been able to say only 

that Cultee rema:nbered an additional ingredient in 1894. I would no'tb:ave 

been able to see tha.t he had sha.ped the telling to dilferent effect in each 

case. 

This conclusion must emerge from the presentation of the two texts 

and consideraticn of the evidence for the form each is taken to have.\V 
(The other pair of texts, 'The War of the Ghosts', also has sanething of 

interest about stability of tradition and selective perfonnance, but to 

include it here 'WOUld make the article too long). Let me insert here some 

meth:>dological reflections. 
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"PRACTICAL" STRUCI'URALISM 

Current discussion in ethnopoetics sanetimes loses sight of the basic 

question of descriptive method. Whatever else 'ethnopoetics' may be, it is 

fli:st of all continuous with the description of other aspects of language. Its 

starting paint DUst be what mi@J.t be called 'practical structuralism'. The 

term 'structuralism' here does not refer to what has been made of linguistic 

analysis in anthropology, semiotics, and the like. The teJ:lll here refers to 

the elementary task of discover..ng the relevant features and relaticnships 

of a language and ics texts. One should think of Kenneth Pike and Eugene 

Nida and H. A. Gleason, Jr., rather than of Claude Levi-Strauss and 

Roland Barthes. That is the kind of \oIOrk which is continucus with Boas' 

establishing of a certain essential level of adequacy and accuracy earlier 

on, and the kind of work fran which 'structuralism' as a theory is an 

abstraction. If Zellig Harris had not decided to change the naIlE of his 

1951 book from ''Methods in Descriptive Linguistics' to 'Methods in Structural 

Linguistics', his student Chomsky might no~ve taken 'structural' as an epithet 

for everything preceding him that he rejected, and the lineage of practical 

work might be clearer today. 

,Practical structuralism', tlmt;l, or 'descriptive structuralism' , 

has to do with the elerrentary task chat Hockett (1955) called 'gathering' , 

as distinct from 'collation'. Linguistic controversy todny' usually presupposes 

the results of 'gathering'. The argument is not about what exists (in one 

sense at least) as it is about how what exists is to be understood in teJ:lllS 

of a IIDdel or general theory. Of course a theory directs attention to sane 

facts and ~NaY from others. Transfonnational generative grarrmar has directed 

attention away from the prosodic facts thatare vital to discourse and narrative 

patterning, wtElever they can be ascertained. But there is a large area of 

presupposed agree<nent. Linguists have not disagreed as to the fact that Ipl 
and Ibl contrast initially in English words ('pill' : 'bill'), and do not 

contrast after lsi and before vowels; there is a labial stop in that position, 

which we write with 'pt in 'spoon', but only one. Argummt has been about the 

,,'<\1' in which to relate the facts a1:Jout initial position to the fact about 

occurrence of labial stop after ~-. (Is it p? is it b? is it common core? 

is it part of a sequence of dental fricative and labial stop that is voiceless 

(~ or voiced (zblas in 'asbestos': as a willle?) 

The situation in ethnopoetic analysis is parallel. It is not difficult 

to recognize lines and local groups of lines. In Chinookan, at least, and some 

other languages, each predicate phrase is distinct as a line. Certain other 

constructions shaN, through predicate import or parallelism, that they can be 

regarded as lines. Certain sets of lines are readily recognizable as 

belonging together; they share content, show verbal repetition, contrast 

with what precedes and follows them. In sane styles, such as that of 

Louis Simpson in the Wishram-Wasco texts recorded by Sapir (1909; cf. ch. 

4 of Hymes 1971), an initial particle pair, tJ:'anslatable as 'Now then' , 

consistently marks a unitat a level above that of line, which can be 

called the verse. (Other particles sometimes substitute, notably 'Now 
again'). In other styles, such as that of Charles Cultee, iIlitial particles 

do occur and when they do, do mark larger units, but do not occur initially 

with every unit larger than a line. To be sure, certain other kinds of word 

turn out to be consistent signs of demarcaticn: teuporal words, such as 

statEments of season, time of day, or the passage of time, notably are 

such. A turn at talk; a change of location by the tIOVement of the actor 

focussed upon; a new actor, cOllIlDl1ly are signals of units. Beyond such 

indications of individual units is the matter of relaticns arrong units. 

Sorre local relations are recurrent and consistent evidence that the 

lines showing them belong to a COlllIDn unit: three, or five, lines in a 

CamDn sequence of travel, such as 'he went, he went on, he arrived'; 

a sequence of two actions leading to somethingperceived as a third elerrent 

and outCCllre. tloA"tl. 
Beyond these iIrmediate relation~lationsof longer scope. Here 

patterns of repetition and parallelism play an essential part. On the one 

hand, there is the known Chinookan principle of grouping actions in sequences 

of three and five. On the other hand, there is the way ~ch this flexible 

principle has been implemented in a particular cas~OIIEtimes the boundar; 

of a larger grouping is indicated by an accurrulation of initial markers: 

particles, time v.x:>rds, a turn at talk, even a change in tense-aspect; but 

often not. There can be sane room for uncertainty and disagreerrent at this 

level. My experience with Chinookan leads me to have confidence in danarcating 

lines, verses and some local groupings of verses. That is equivalent to what 

Hockett called 'gathering', to establishing the elements that occur with 

contrastive significance in a position, in the paradigmatic set within a 

slot. Larger relations depend in important part upon accumllated intim3.cy with 

a text and the rhytrm it seems itself to have; and they inevitably depend in 

part on criteria of consistency and, sanetimes, on an inference as to expressive 

intention. (As mentioned. in the texts in this article, expressive intention 

was inferred from patterning already established, bu t the 'spiral', or 

dialectical back-and-forth, between both kinds of inference is often unavoidable). 
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The local relationships usually can be sinply noticed and presented. 

The larger relationships nust sareti.Ires be argued. Alternatives mlst be 

explored in a quasi-experimental fashion. The choice will be that larger 

patterning which best accounts for all the data, best fits the covariation of 

form. and meaning present in the text. In this respect, 'texts fight back' 

(to put qmtes around what I should like to seek taken as a slogan). Forinally 

feasible patteming may do violence to content; one anong formally feasable 

pattems may bring out an aspect of content otherwise missed. 

These kinds of consideration are familiar, and I have mostly rrentioned 

them before myself (see Hymes 1981, esp. pp. 150-2, 176-7, 192-3, 318-20). 

Yet if they were obvious and conpelling, the landscape of debate and activity 

in ettmopoetics and with American Indian texts would be, one should think, 

rather different. On the one hand, there are those whose concem with 

prosodic phenomena in andof themselves, or for prosodic phenomena as a dimension 

of linguistic structure, seems to lead them to neglect its interdependence with 

content. The basic principle of 'practical structuralism', after all, has 

always been that of contrast and repetition, the use of form/meaning covariation 

to establish what counts as the s~ and what as different. In a single 

perfoIlJl!3,nce one can not be sure what features of pause and contour are 

accidental, ,what conventional in the style of the one narrator, what conventional 

in the cOlIlImlity. What contrasts in the sens~f covarying with a difference 

in significa:rice7 What counts as repetition, as the same, despite the observer's 
ability to detect physical difference? _'h_~ 

On the other hand, a great deal of work informed by structural principles 

uses as its units content elements abstracted from the actual text. I yield 

to no one in my admirationtf ~-Strauss for having discovered relaticnships'" 

of inversion, of transfonnation, in narrative. Still, 'practical structuralism' 

requires that one start fram the actual text and account for it as a whole. 

It requires'that one arrive at a 'gram:nar' of the local tradition, before 

proceeding to itlterpret a text fram that tradition by comparison with findings 
fram elsewhere. 

'Practical structuralism', and the principle of form/meaning covariation, 

has to regard both kinds of work. as inadequate. It has to see the main task 

before us as a descriptive task. We s:inply do not have very many instances 

of .American Indian narratives analyzed and presented in an adequate way. The 

'eleD:elts. devices, patterns, relationships and meanings present in these texts 

are still to a significant extent to be d:i:scovered. We have only begun to 

give grounding to IIDdels of what the narrators 'Were up to, so to speak. 
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Such local theories and tIIXlels are the point of intersectiCXl.·between theories 

and toodels of granmar and discourse, on the onehand, and theories and IOOdels 

of narrative structure, on the other. 

A way to make clear what is entailed is implicit in the presentation 

of what I have called a 'profile' of a text. (Cf. 1980: 46-47; 1981a: 

225, 227, 232-3, 238; 1983: 134-5). SuCh ~ profile commits one. It 

expresses an analysis of the entire text, thus answering to the linguistic 

criterion of 'total accountability' at this discourse level. It states all 

the relationships and units found in the text, from lines to acts and 

major parts. Such a profile is a check on the adequacy of one's own 

analysis for oneself and a concise stateIIe1t for purposes of alternative 

analysis and of cooparison. 

In previous presentations of profiles, I have sha.vn IIDstly dte 'form', 

as it v..~re, in the sense of the lines and groups of lines. Content has 

been indicated chiefly in labels for sections, if at all. It is easy enough 

to include indications of content at every level, and to do so makes the 

form/meaning covariation that underlies the analysis much toore evident. 

Of course the indications do not touch all that there is to be found and 

said about meaning. They represent a very minimal abstraction fran 

the content, a low-order labeling of it. 

Such a profile permits precision in staterrents of difference and 

similarity, whether between alternative analyses, between performances, 

bet'Ween different narratives. I have suggested sare conventions for tagging 

points of alternative analysis (1981, ch. 5) and rrentioned this contribution 

of verse analysis to comparison (198lb) with regard to a Clackamas and Kalapu"ya 

version of 'The ne:.vs about Coyote'. Here I give sudh a profile, incorporating 

form/meaning relationships throught, for the first ti.Ire. 

Notice that the fact of presentation in lines itself facilitates alternative 

analysis and cooparison. Cumbersone phrasings, danplicated footnoting, and the 

like can be avoided. One need simply cite the line mmbers in - to 

identify the data in question. 

With such a profile and the analysis that underlies it, one can show 

precisely what is at issue in arriving at an analysis of the overall patterning 

of a text; one can specify what is invariant in the style of a narrator 

or a story; one can hope to lay the basis for systematic comparative understand.i.r. 

of Am!rican Indian narratives. A tOOtif-index, the ingredients of Boas' 1916 

Tsimshian Mythology, the analyses' of Levi-Strauss, garner insights and aspects 
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of the trut1'~:~/Yet in the light of verse analysis, they come to seem as 

partial in the light they shed as a grarrmar of one of the languages 

encased in a Latin m::>del. The true inner' economy' is missing. Most 

strikingly of all, perhaps, no such comparative method, basing itself on 

tral1.slation and content alone, has ever. so far as I lmaw. brought to 

attention the speech acts, the verbal genres, and the finer dramatistic 

devices of these narratives. The' speech of rem:mstrance' that figures 

in Victoria Howard's 'Seal and her younger brother lived there' (HytTJes 

1981, chs. 8, 9); the extraposition of a final element that underlies 

the foregrounding of an entire scene in louis Simpson's •The Deserted Boy" (HyrI'Es 

1982b, 1980,.1981: ch. 4), and that recurs in Chehalis Salish, ZUni and Tonkawa 

in Tonkawa; the pattern of arrival on a scene that is ,shared becween 

Pi.Im-Papago texts of a certa~enre. certain Tonkawa Coyote myths, 

and one Takelrra myth (Hymes 1980)--such devices and their meanings, 

cannot be seen except in an analysis that li1.:>Et;ates a narrative into
 

its verses and lines. As a result, the artistry involved in their
 

deployrrEI1t cannot be appreciated. Personal voice cannot be discerned,
 

one cannot cross the distance betvree11 performance, personal voice,
 

and conparative analysis'&'
 

PROFD:..E, TRANSlATION, AND TEXT (1891) 
Here, then, is the profile for the 1891 telling of the myth. 

The profile embodies the analysis finally arrived at, but the presentatims 

of the translatioo and the text do not. They are keyed to each other by 

line nunbers, so that even SOlreOne quite unacquainted with c.'hinookan can 

see s~thing of the verbal recurrence and p1acemmt of the perfonnance. 

One can read either withJut a conmitrnent to the larger patterns of 

relationship arrived at in the analysis. The placement on ehe page does 

emboctf a cOlJlIlit:IJ:ent to lines and local groupings of lines, but this is the 

level I take to be one that can be agreed upon. A tape recording wight change 

something, if one had been possible, but by and large it would not effect the 

form/meaning relationships discoverable in the 'WOrds themselves. Whatever tone 

of voice, intonatiooal contour, or distributioo of pauses might occur, these 

relationships would still obtain. Very likely Cu1tee' s voice would be fotmd 

to reinforce sane relationships, clarify others, playoff against still others. 

Possibly his voice would dem:mstrate the pace at which Boas instructed him to 

dictate and little else. In any case, the text we have still pennits inference 

to what he neat:1t. 

AI i 

B a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

C a 

b 

c 

ii A 

B a 

b 

c 

C 

iii A 

B a 

b 

c 

C a 

b 

iv	 A 

B a 

b 

c 

C a 

b 

c 

v	 A 

B a 

b 

c 

c 

MYTrl OF THE &\LM)N I (told 1891) 

l'1yth people h1.IDger Scene!agent frarre 

Upriver (1) 

Upriver (2)
 

'If I were not'
 

'~?"	 oJ)"!-. 

set of 5 names, 3 vbs
 

Season i.\Urd. now,
 

travel (1)
 

Ordinal, travel (2)
 

Lac., travel (3), now
 

turn at talk 

tu:n1 at talk 

''Your Fa's sibling" tLD:n at talk 

Asoore Turn at talk. 

Gifting (1, 2)
 

Placing
 

Upriver
 

"If I were notl!
 

"Who?"
 

"Your Fa's sibling'
 

Gifting (1. 2)
 

Upriver
 

"If I were not"
 

"Who?"
 
'Fa's sibling'
 

Ashore
 

Gifting
 

Placing
 

Upriver
 

"If I were not"
 

"tho?"
 

"Fa's sibling"
 

Asmre
 

Gifting
 

Placing
 

Upriver
 

"If I were not"
 

'-who?". ashore 

"Fa' s sibling" 

Gifting. placing 

lex. rep. (3) 

~'tastich(2; 3) 

distich 

'Now again', travel 

'NCl'.v again'. turn 

turn 

tum 

tristich	 (1; 2) 

travel 

'Now again'. turn 

turn 

t'..n:ll 

turn 

(C pentastich) 

'Now again' ~ travel 

'Now again', turn 

tum. 

turn 
turn 

(C pentastich) 

'Now again', travel 
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1-6 

7-8 

9-10 
11-15 

16-17 
18-19 

20-22 

23-27 

28-29 

30 

31-35 

36-37 
38 

39-41 

42-43 

44-48 
49-50 

51-52 

53 

54-55 

56-57 

58-59 

60-64 
65-66 

67 

68-69 
70-71 

72 
73 

Loc, 'Now ~ turn 74-79 

turn 80-81 

t:UJ..l1 82-83 

distich 84-85 
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II Aa Upriver. ask "Now", travel, turn 86-89 

b .Answer turn (3 + 3) 90-95 

B c ''What?" turn 96-97 

d 1mswer turn ("NoW' (3x» 98-104 

Ce Alongs:iile (1) turn 105-107 

f Alongside (2) change of 10c.? 108-109 

Dg Twisting (1) Loc. ~ (Flounder) 110-114 

h Twisting (2) pentastich 

h Twisting (2) name (CnDw), tristich 115-117 

i Twisting (3) na.ne (B1uejay) 118-121 

Ej Pronounca:nent (1) turn 122-123 

k Pronouncement (2) turn 124-125 

Not all indications of strucb.1ra1' tmits can be indluded in the coltmn for 

Markers.. Repetition of incidents in a consistent pattern itself establishes 

expectations. and structural relevance, as in the 3 recurrent incidents in 

strophe C: going ashore. gifting! placing.. As often happens, the first 

sequence is elaborated (strophe C in scene !. establishing it, and successors 

are briefer. 

Abbreviations include; Fa : 'father' i lex. rep. = lexical repetition. 

loc. = locative or 10eationa1 'WOrd; vb. = verb. 'Ttrrn' replaces the fuller 

phrase 'tum at talk". 

'Strophe" is used because it suggests flexibility of form m::>re than does 

, stanza',' .. tro is 'Used as a transitive verb by Indians in the region, 

he..'1Ce tgiftingt''f.or the recurrent, :incident in strophe C of each scene. 
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MYTH OF 'IHE SAIMJN I (told 1891) 

I ' ("If I 'Were noe') 

i (Skunk Cabbage) 

The people of myth t:i.m;!s died of Hunger. 1 

Large arrOwhead rOOt vns all theY hadt6: ,eat, 2 
and ~ll'a.rrowhe.aiJ root, 3 

and slo.JOk cabbage. 4 

and tqanapSupSu root they lNOU.ld have to eat, 5 

and rosh-root. 6 

Spring carre, 7 

now Sa1m:m went up river., 8 

First Sa1m:m 'WOUld arrive. 9 
the canpani:On~of many. 10 

Somew'here he arrived, 11 

now Skunk Cabbage said: 12 

"At last my brother's son does arrive. 13 

IIIf I werenot,14 

"Thm your people "iNOUld have died."15 

Salman said: 16 

''Wlo is it wh:> talks that way?" 17 

"Ahh, Skunk Cabbage, 18 

"he talks that 'Ii1By." 19 

''Let us go ashore. 20 

''Let us go asbJre. 21 

They went ashore. 22 

He 'Was given an e1kskin a.nror, 23 

five e1kskin ann::>rs 'Were given him. 24 

Under his blanket was put a club. 25 

and one was put under his blanket the other side of his body, 26 

0N0 bone-war-c1ubs were put under his blanket. 27 

He was canied inland, 28 

he was put in.:the midst.;of willows. 29 



(g. Small :,rrov,head Root) 

Now again Salrron and his party went upriver. 

Now agai."l another person spoke; 

"At last my brother's son does arrive. 

"tIe one with maggots in his buttocks, 

HIr I \l1ere not a perscn I 

"thm your people had died." 

"Who is i.t V.m talks that way?" 

he said. 

"Ahh, your father's sister fill-,ll Arrowhead Root." 

He put small dentalia at her oottocks, 

he gave her a ~dchuck blanket, 

he gave h,~r thre,~ WIXIdchuck blankets. 

(iii. Large Arrowhead Root) 

They left her, 

they went a little distance_ 

Nmv again anotrer person spoke: 

"At last my brother's son does arrive, 

"the me with maggots ~is buttocks. 

"If I 'Jere not a person, 

"then your people >rould have died." 

SalJoon said: 

''Wno is it wh:> talks that way?" 

"Ahh, your father's sister Large Arrowhead Root, 

"sre talks that way." 

"L€t us go ashore:" 

He put long dentalia at her buttocks. 

Five y;QQdchuck blankets he gave her. 

He	 carried her to nud.
 

He put her dOWl.
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(iv. Rush-root) 

30 Now again they ~t upriver, 

31 They arrived sane distance. 

32 Now again a person spoke: 

33 "At last my brother's son does arrive, 

34 "the one with maf,gots in his buttocks. 

35 "If I were not a person, 

36 "tla1 your people would have died." 

37 He said: 
38 ""me is it wh:> talks that way?" 

39 "Ahh, your father's brother Rush-root," 

40 "Let us go ash::>re," 
41 said Salm:m. 

He was given an elkskin shirt. 

Feathered head regalia _re given h:im, 
42 He was put down in soft ground, 

43 
44 (::r.. TqanapSupSu) 

45 Now again they ~t upriver. 

46 Where they arrived, 

47 now again a person spoke: 

48 "At last my brother's son does arrive, 

49 "the one with maggots in his buttocks, 

50 "If I were not a person, 

51 "then your people ~ld have died." 
52 "Let us go ashore. 

53 ''Who is it wh:> talks that way?" 

54 "Ahh, TqanapSupSu, your father's brother. 

55 "he·talks that way," 

56 Five raccoon blankets were given to him, 

57 He is set down at the srore-line. 
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58 
59 
60 

61 
62 

63 

64 

65 
66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 
74 
75 
76 

77 

78 

79 
80 
81 
82 

83 

84 

85 



II. (B1uejay, Crow, Flounder) 

Now they ~t upriver up above. 

They met a canoe. 

Sa1.mJn said: 

"Ask that canoe." 
In the canoe were three people. 

A man was steersman (in the stern). 

The one pUt in the middle spoke: 

''Laq' a1aki: awa: , 
''Laq1amo:Sq'amo:S. 

''Laq' apa: wapawa ." 

Salmon said: 

''What is that 'WCIll8.I1 talking about?" 

That steersman said: 

"Ahh. she is sayingI'
 

"it was floodtide,
 

''now they went upriver.
 

"th:y arrived at the Cascades,
 

'row it was ebb-tide,
 

"now again they cane downriver. tt
 

"Stop their canoe. 

''Why then does a Lie always IIDVe her? 

"How long s1Duld they (take to) return. 

t'rose going to the Dalles?" 

They stopped their canoe. 

They were reached. 
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In the bow was Flounder. 

Her head was taken. 
86
 

Her (throat) was twisted underneath, 
87
 

her face was turned round this way,
88
 

her JlX)Uth is crosswise this "if/8.y.
89
 

Crow was taken. 
90
 

Her (head) was stretched out. 
91
 

her face was turned round. 
92
 

B1uejay was taken. 
93
 

His (head) was stretched out,
94
 

his neck "if/8.S twisted underneath, 
95
 

his face was turned round. 
96
 

They told than: 
97
 

"How long shJuld they (take to) re'tu:p1
98
 

going to the Cascades?" 
99
 

They were left. 
100
 

''Future generations shall camp over five ti.rres,
101
 

"And then they shall arrive at the Cascades. " 
102
 

103
 
104
 
105
 

106
 

107
 

108
 
109
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110
 

111
 

112
 

113
 

114
 

115
 

116
 

117
 

118
 
119
 

120
 

121
 

122
 

123
 

124
 

125
 

126
 



, 
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Notes on translation: 

1, 106:	 a noun (Hunger, Lie) is persrnalized transitive subject, and the person 

affected is object. 

2, 51:	 This root is variously rendered as 'sagittaria root', 'large sagittaria 

root' , and in 1894, as 'Indian potato'. "Indian potato" is applied to a 

number of roots for which English speakers lack a name. ' Arromead 

root' ~s used for plants of the Sagittaria genus, and only those. Thus 

it seems the best term to use here, differentiated by the distinction in 

size. Notice that the large one gets long dentalia,the small one srrall. 
r," 
• -_._-- :.....;~j .•. _~	 _J.. \,.....Lj, \:';'- . 

3, 38:	 See above. for (2, 51). It is v.ariously rendered as 'snaIl sagittaria 

root' and 'sagittaria root'. The nominal stern includes a verbal root 

-l.m(a) , 'to stab, spear'. 

3, 18:	 Haskin (1967: 7) cites this myth with fond approval for its imagery of 

the golden cloak and club for the spathe and flowers crowded in a 

fleshy, club-shaped spadix of Lysichitum anericarrum, rank when 

crushed. Like Levi-Strauss (fn. 3), he mistakes the meaning as 

referring to a t:in:E when there was no salrron and the salm:m cane 

for the first time ever. T'otsnix in Kathlamet clearly refers to 

'firstness t in a series or context, as in a season (48.7) or even 

the first IIOIIElt in the birth of a child (49. 7) . This is a myth of 

the armual cycle., not unilinear time. 

5, 82;	 No translation is known for T-qanapSupSu. It may contain -pSu 'to hide, 

conc~l.. The salt-and-pepper fur ofthe raccoon may be a clue. 

6, 67: Possibly the rice root (Friti.llaria lance61cita Pursh) v..rose -s could 

be ;",gh in Kathlamet.. Its large bulbs are covered with pltnIl', white 

rice~like scalesjit is sometimes called 'chocolate' or 'brown' lily 

from its color and markings; and 'mission' and 'bronze' bells from its 

gracefUl shape. These perceptions may agree with the Kathlarret 

associatianof it with elkskin and feathered head regalia. The season 

is J:.:ight: it blooms from March to May (Haskin 1967: 23) 

30:	 The Stan ..Xela~:- is unique in Kathlarret, and the distributive plural 

-naXds unusual with te:r:rns for people, which usually take collective 

plural ..kS. -tikS, or ..nana (r21atives). It may be cormected with the 

.stail· ...Xilalak 'skilfulness, quickness t (the skilful, quick ones), 

tli~~y'.in Clackanas" all presumably containing root -la of vigorous 

lOOtiqn. SalIronts partners may be described as skilful, capable, 

picked, adept ones, and also of varied gifts. 

90:	 stem-initial k' a- itself indicates 'in a canoe' . 

104:	 the initial s- of the stem, as in -su-wulx, means IOOtion or travel on 

water; with -tso 'down', 'downriver' and with -wulx 'up', 'upriver.' 

100, 103: With stern -wiCk t to dance', apparently in the constTIlCtion in which 

water (L-) dances them, surges them; ig-i-L-Xe(t)-t-akua, literally, 

it (i-) moves about, returns (t-akua) from there to here (t-) its (Xe) 

water (L). 

112,	 120: The 'verb translated 'twisted underneath' apparently is a verb theme 

with invariant object prefix a-, implying a-rrugui 'throat', following 

the impersonal subject q-, and preceding indirect object and relational 

prefix -i-I, with i- inplying i-q'aqstaq 'head' (112) and i-tuk 'neck' 

(120) . The root -tk 'to place, put down' apparenly requires a bipolar 

interpretation here, 'from above to below'. Altogether, then, 's~one 

puts it (throat) from above to below in regard to it (head, neck). 

116,	 119: SCXIEone (q) extends, stretches (stern -kte:) it (L-, presunably 

in relaticn to head) out (n) in regard to her (116) or him (119). 

Relational n- is usually translated' into, inward', but nust be 

inherently bipolar and in this context to be taken as 'out, outmrd'. 

125:	 al-u-XUlIB.-pa-ya is a verb, presumably 'they (u) will go out (-pa) 

beside each other (-XU-ml)'. The predicate of the line has the 

root -qoy(a), literally, 'sleep'. 
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It is necessary alWlyS to 'NOrk through a translation "'ith an eye on 
consistalcy J accuracy, and appropriateness. 

have retranslated che entire text in each case with reference to 

my s1:Udy of the gramnar and Ip.xicon (Hymes 1955). 111e running English 

trans lation publi~hEd by &>as sOtretiJlles conflates Kathlamet .lL"1es, 

thus wissing sorre of their content and sorrething of the structure of 

which they are part. Qu.nookan is a language wtth complex word 

rrorphology, and the connection between a'1 Engli.sh gloss and the structure 

of the Kathlamet word l.S Ganeti.rres not apparent. I have rethougbt each 

tM:lrd in tenns of its Kathlamet structure. where this se~d advisable. 

as in the case of the verbs for the disposition of the three met in 

another canoe in the secood act. Of course it is not always possible to 

express in reasooable English all the elanents of meaning of the original. 

The occasiooal awkwardness L'1 this translatliJtl is a result of pressing 

in that directioo as far as seemed practicable. 

Notes on ortmgrapEY. 

The ortmgraphy used here keeps closeto the phonetic values recorded by 

Boas. Capitals are substituted far phonetic syabols in certain cases because 

of lhe limitations of the cype-Jiter. Thus, C= the affricate spelled' ch' 

in English; L = voiceless lateral fricative of \o1<:lsh 'Llewellyn' (1,); 

S = the shibilant spelled' sh' in English; X = voiceless velar fricative 

(as in Germm ach). Other symbols have the usual ptuletic values, but these 

observations should be made: iength is not ph:memic in Chinookan. but is 

retained here as 'NI'itten by Boas, marked by colon following the VI:J\olel. 

The .!:. with a circumflex is retained usually wilen ir occurs under stress 

next to a shibilant (C, S), .mere it is a non-significant variant of schwa. 

Schwa itself (upside cD-Wl1 £) is obscure in quality, and not phonemically 

significant. It serves to indicate syllabificatioo of words and to carry 

word-stress bee-en consonants. The a with a circwrrlex is written in 

Chinookan by both Sapir and Boas for a low back vowel that is s<m!tirnes equivalent 

to a raised and backed /a/, but in this text is typically equivalent to a lowered 

/u/. occurring as it does far the directicnal prefix of verbs /1.1/ between 

refle:dve ~ and the factot:t.m verb sten~. The ~ with hatcheck is equivalent 

to epsilon and the \/(Mel of English 'bet'. The ~ with unlaut is like the German 

~l of the sare shape, equivalent to low front ~lin English 'bat'. In 

Kathlarnet it is an expressive variant of /i/. Stress in Chinookan is normally 

penultimate, and .mere Boas did not write it, as on \>lOrds such as ~ 'l1CJW' 

and ~ 'he, that' SOllEtirneS, one can safely assure that the first syllable carries 

stress. Polysyllabic words have lesser degrees of stress on alternate vowels. 

Boas' transcription is not alvtays m:rrpholopica11y ex.,;'lct. I have 

corrected it in a ff?H cases in order ~o sr.,,,,, '::hf. separate status 

as words 'of certain Elemmts. orne rrost notable cx:.<mple is in the caGe 

of the repeated line, "your people would have died". Ie contains 

the partide ~, partner of occurrence of el~ same particle in the 

preceding line (there expressed ~:), in effect, the two lL~es 

express a pair of conuary-to··fact condicions: Conditicn not I 

beCarrE person, then condition they died your-people. The presence 

of 3.~ L~ the second line is obscured by the fact that it is "'ritten 

as if initial consor.ant of the folh""'ing '.'erb. No dOllbt it sOlr,tl?<l 

I ike that. because the fol.lo,,':i.ng verb begins with the SdD!e veMel 

as that with .mich 2:. end;;, and adjacent identical va-leIs in 

CnLo1ookan coalesce. Again, in wi;at is now line n of the 1891 celling, 

the particle ~ 'll'.aybe' is printed 'olith thE!:. attached to a preceding 

'NOrd and the So attached to a follo'dng wrd. Its elements are reunited 

here. 
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lGUNAT IA..:K' ANE:' ! I (told 1891) 

I (' 'If I were nat") 

(!.. Sla.mk cabbage) 

Iguxu(Lait ~10: ts'ak 1 ::nix. 1
 
T~:ema tsq'e:~mix qatoxoe:rr6':X»mX 2
 

k' a !.lIq'lanaX 3
 
k' a Uqa1po: 4
 
k'a tqan£:pSupSu qatoXoe:m::>';XunX
 5
 
k' a Lp'~ nXaLx.. 6
 

C::goaix ig::XDXi.x, 7
 
aqa M: suwulx I~t. 8
 

T' <f: tsnix qayb: yarnX. I~t, 9
 
Lga':platikS iI..,:(:Sge:wal. 10
 

Q;t: Xpa Lq i6: yam, 11
 
aqa ige': kim ~a1po:- 12
 

"Koala sca:qa qayo:yamX icfwu1x. 13
 
"Qe: niS na.!ka i::i'tx8x, 14
 
"pa:n q(i) igo:xo.{:Lait t::mIf: lxam." 15
 

Ig( kim rgUnat: 16
 
''La:n taxi a:koa LXO':la?" 17


"" --.~"'A E 1 . 'kua.' "1 " :, :qa._~,:.iyaxJ. a: lXO: a. 18-19
 

"AlXe': ge1aix, ~o
 

1IaJ.X"it: ge1aix~ " 21
 
rr..xe: gelaix. 22
 
Iqe: lot e:xt igl: 1uqte: , 23
 

qab tg{ 1uqte: iqt( 10: t. 24
 
Iqaig;J'DD: 1x a::xt ad:nq' at 25
 

.-_.. --- ,.- ';r-- , ',---,
katp:qa:iilDD: 1x igo:n e:nat e:yaLq. ae:xt 1. 26
 

MSkst Ltl:nq'at iqLig~:lx. 1:1
 
Iq~: yukI. tx31e:ux. 28
 

Iqe:~ txamit kf Cak e: lef: i tkpa. 29
 

(rIyth of the Sa1m:Jn I)
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Arrowhead root) 

Aqa Wit'aX ~suwulx 'I~t k'a ti1:Xelawe:maX. 
30
 

" '- ..i '"Aqa wi Lgo:naX wXlCo: LgoaLe:lx: 31

'" ~ ~ ~ ''Koala SCa:qa qayo:yamx iCitke:u, 32
 

ia:po:C g;{:yarma. 33
 

''Qe: niS na1ka in'xax Uf!Par.t: lx, ?J+
 

pa: n oguxo~: Lait t:IIi: lxam. " .35
 

''La: n Laxi a: kua I..XLf: 1a?" ~
 

ig~:kim. 37
 
"A:, ame:Lak Al.m:}' ~:emaX." 39
 

lCa1g.{:mit akup~ Ic£:poCpa. ]i. ,. , 
Ic"'l.Salte: ~q ,cia. (10 

Lo:n iC1Salte: Lq'ol.i. 41
 

Indian potato) 

IUq.{luqLQ, 42
 
kll: ix mank i.Lo': ya. 43
 

.t 
Aqa wi Lg&:naX iLOOaCo: Lgoar1: Ix: Ll4
 

''Koala sca;qa qay6:yarnX iC(tkeu, ..:ei
 

i~: poC ga': yanDa. 46
 
"Qe: ne:kStX naika wtdx ngoar...e':lx. 1.j7
 

pa:n q(i) ~:Lait t::m:t; lxam." 118
 

Igl:kim I~t: 49
 
''La:n taxi t:kua. T.:J«!: la?" 50
 

"'A I Lak A ' .I...:..r::::::;- "t.__ aX.I 1 " :, arne: tsq eme:~wux~ a:l'UC1 0: a. ~-52 

"AlXtgelaiX~" 53
 
ICilgA:mit iqawik' e:Le: iC::po:Cpa. 54
 

~ tq' ul.{:maX iC~alte:. 55
 
IcO': kL e-; tL 'uwlktL 'uwlkpa. 56
 

Icw.1: etamit. 57
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(iv. Rush root) 

Aqa wit' aX :iL6: suwulx. 51!
 
Kl~:ix U£:yam. 59
 

/ .. 
Aqa wi iUXlCu LgoaLe: lx: 60
 

"Koala Sca:qa qayo':yamX icO:wulx, 61
 
ia":po:C g{yarnoa. 62
 

"Qe: ne:kScX na{k, wxdx ngoaLe':lx, ~3
 

pa:n q(i) igoxuol:Lait ore:lxam." 64.
 

Ige':kim: 65
 
'l4:n Laxi £:kua LXi5':la?" C:&
 

"A:, ~m:>t ip~nXaLx." 6~ 

"Al.){{: gelaiX, " 6Il 
igEt:kim I~t. 69
 

Iq~: Ite: e:xt ig{: luqte:. 10
 
Ti{k' e: Skla iqte': loX. 71
 

Iqitf O<mi.tam tL 'lDolntL 'm~ e: lxpa. 7Z
 

(~. TqanapSupSu) 

Aqa wi iLt: suwulx. 73
 

q,{Xpa u.d:yam, 74
 
I I
 

aqa wit'aX iLaXalCu LgoaLe:lx: 75
 

"Koala Sca:qa qay6':yarnX ic6:Wl.tlx, 716
 
ia":po:C gi:yama. 77
 

"Qa nlIkScX nafka in~ ~: lx, 78
 

pa:n q(i) igoxu.l:Lait O!e': lxan." 79
 
"~:gelaiX. 80
 

,'La':n Laxi a: kua l.xl!: la?" ;'1.
 
"A T ' S S . , n"'r,;;;:· "kua <v.!l "
 :, qana:p up u lIlIl!:~ yaxl a: .LJUJ: .a. 82-83
 

/" / 
~m iq~te:lte: tqaoo:qoakS. n. 

QiuL3:etmitam t1<m<f:epa. 85
 

(Myth of the SalllOlI I) 

II. (Bluejay, Crow, Fl=der) 

Aqa :i.LQ'; suwu1Jt ~Xalix. 

Lq' a: piLg{ yOx ili'nim. 
Ige: kim IgGnat: 

"AmSgiq.)nCXo:gua yaxi ud'nim." 
Ta":k' aLo:nikS taiCi tilxam. 

Ukala Uqe:yamit. 

u1XalCo: Laxi ka":Cak qul:guXt:
 

''Laq'a~laki:awa:,
 

'l4q'arno~Sq'amo:S,
 

'l4q' apS':wapawa." 

Ige:kim Igunat: 

"Qa: (a) iglXoxO: la wuxi aqage~lak?" 

n1kim Laxi Uqe:yamit: 

"A:, aXt: lal, 

I 'iLea: wiCk, 

"aqa i..I.O:Sowulx,
 

"u.O:yam fu:SaCk,
 

"aqa igiLXe~ takua,
 

"aqa wi i.l.!stso:."
 

'1.q'up mSg:LXoXix. 

"Qa":Cqe: itLog'~·Co:XcX? 
"Qants{x po: l1UlaJata~kan taiCi i,ke": SaCk qtge:x?" 

Lq'up iqe':LXoXix. 

rqLgO: qoam. 
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86
 

87
 
88
 

89
 

90
 

91
 

92
 
9(3
 

9~ 

95
 

96
 
9il 
98
 
99
 

100
 
101
 
162
 

103
 
lot>
 

10.5
 

106
 
107
 
108
 
109
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tk' amitx Apkff:Sx. 110 
Iqe"; glga i~ q' akStak. ill 

~ IqaY1lo: tk; 112 
I:wa iStikt~OX1litix sgfXo: st, 113 
~:wa iuG' Ef: qLkoit iCa~ k%xa.t. 114 

Iq{:glga At' a":ntsa. ilS 
Iqr..a: nxukte: • il6 

IStikt-'qoXuitix sgt:Xo: st. 11.7 

"'" ;IIqe:glga Iqe:sqe:s. l.lB: 
Iqr.{nxukte: , ll9 

iqayilo: tk it tuk, 120 
iStiktJ'qoxuitix st aXost. 121 

IqUS: lx.am: 122 
"QanOO po: nuxuatB':koam ike":SaCk qtg~:iX." 123 

IqLgt 10: qLq: 12lt. 
"AllJXtl1lapa":ya t~i.xam qo&mux atilqo~ya yaxtix, 125 
"exua. atgl: yama i.1</'SaCk. " 126 

PROFIlE, TRANSLATION AND TEXl' (1894) 

Here is the profile for the 1894 telling, accarpanied by a fresh translaticn 

and the text that underlies both. The basis of the profile of both texts will 

be discussed in the next secticn, as will the nature and significance of the 

differences between then. 

As with the 1891 telling, letters are assigned to stanzas and verses 

in Act II on a different basis than in Act I. In Act I the SEries of 

letters for stanzas (ABC•.• ) beginiS anew in each scene (i, ii, iii... ). 

The series of letters for verses (abc••• ) begins anew- in each stanza. 

'lhat practice is consistent with the usual practice in plays and other 

literary texts. The line numbers ranain available for identification of 

a particular point whenever they are lOOre convenient for the purpose. 

In Act II of both tellings the letters are assigned to verses in 

a continuous series throughout the act (a-q). This is done because 

the relationship aJ:JDng the verses is in question. Discussion of alternative 

patterns of relationship am:mg the verses is facilitated, and prejudice 

to one or another alternative pattern is avoided. 

In Act II of both tellings the letters are assigned to stanzas in 

a continuous series as well. There is no apparent difference in Act II 

of 1891, since there are five stanaas, and the series ABCDE would be 

a nOl::mal pattern. In Act II of 1894 there are nine stanzas, and they 

are identified as A through I. 

Were it not for the analytical purpose being served, the stanza and 

verse lettering in Act II of 1891 might be presented as A ab; B ab; 

G ab; Dab; E abo The stanza and verse lettering in Act II of 1894 might be 

presented as ! A; B; G abcae; ii A B G; iii A abc; B; G abc. (There would 

be no need to assign 10'Ner' case letters to those verses which are the only 

verse in a stanza). 
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MYTH OF THE SAlID'l II (told 1894) 
Lines II i Aa ' Upriver 3 vbs of travel, "Now'.' 92-94

Incident Markings.Act/Scene Snophe/Verse 1-3	 Bb Canoe ITet pentastich 95-993 vbs of travelUpriverI i A 
C c, d Canoe asked(l)	 turn, implied turn 100-102 

a "If I were not"	 "Now, turn 4-8 
B 9-10	 e, f Canoe asked(2) implied turn (I, 2) 103-104

''VJho?'' turn 
11-12 "Againtl t1Twicellb 

c "Fa's sibling"	 turn • 

turn, change of loco 13-14 g Answer "Now", turn 105-109
Ashore 

15-16, 11-21 ii Dh ''What?ll turn 110-111
C a, b 

distich. ,pentastichGifting (1,2)c. d 
22-23	 E i Answer turn ("Now" 3times) 112-117

~l."i.~ir;:" distich e 
"Now again". travel	 24 F j "Alongside" turn (pentastich) 118-123Upriverii A 

25-30	 iii Gk Twisting (1) ''NeW', nan"e (B1uejay) 124-126 
a "If I were net"	 "Now again, turnB 

3~-32	 1 Twisting (2) Nam2 (Crow) 127-1291'Who?1l turnb 
turn	 33 m Twisting (3) Narre (Flounder) 130-131 

c "Fa's sibling" 
34-35 Hn PronounCene1t turn 132''NeW', turn\sh:JreC a 
36-37	 I a Placing (1) Narre (Bluejay) 133Gifdng (1) distichb 
38	 p Placing (2), 

c Gifting (2) 
39-41 Pronouncenent Narre (Crow). turn 134-136Pronouncl'11'ent turnd 
42-43	 q Placing (3),distich
 e 
6./,


Placing 
''Now again". travel	 Pronouncerrent Narre (Hounder), turn 137-141,-lpriveriii A 

4~-49"If I were not" "Now again". turnB a 
5(~-5l As before, expectations based on parallel repetition of incident affect the"Wrn?t1 turnb 
52-53	 patterning beyond what can be indicated in the co1um of Markers. Not all 

c "Fa '.s sibling" turn 
54-55 groupings of lines in sets of three and five have been noted (especially

C Gifting	 distich 
"Now again", travel 56 in act II, scene iii. Notice also that the rnnrer of pronouncements inUpriveriv A
 

"If I were not" ''Now agairt, turn
 57-61	 this last scene COlffiS to three, and that the last sequence of three 
B a 

l IV-Jri.O?11 turn 62-63 incidents, the three p1acings. builds from me line through a tristich 
b

c "Fa' 5 sil: ii.ng" turn 64-65 to a concluding pentastich with the mst important, Flounder. 

tum. I lNotJ , 66-67
AshoreC a, b 

68-69, 70-71distich, distichGifting (I, 2)c, d 
72-74

Pronouncement turn e 75-76distiChPlacingf 
77-78''Now again", t~'cj"''1s;:jUpriverv A 79-84 

B a "If 1 ~re not"	 ''Now agair:.
H

• tuti.·~ 
85-86

1'\..JhO?" turnb 
87-88 

c "Fa's sibling" turn
 
89-91
 

C Ashore, gifting, placing turn 
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~LH OF THE SALMON II (told 1894) 
("If I were not") 

! (Skunk Cabbage) 

The Spring Sahr.on 'W3.S going upriver. 

First he~, 

and he was gOing upriver. 

Now a person is standing: 

"At last my brother's son does arrive, 

"the one "with ma.ggots in his buttocks. 

"If I 'Nere not a person. 

"thm your people would have died. ,. 

He said: 

''Who is it woo talks that way?" 

"Ahh, your father's brother, Skunk Cabbage, 

he is l.talking. tt 

"Quick, let us go ashore." 

Sahr.on landed (out of the canoe). 

He was given an elkskin anror. 

five elkskin anoors were given to Skunk Cabbage. 

Under his blanket 'W3.S put a club» 

beside his ann. 

and beside his (other) arm 

another one. 

a bone-war-club. 

He was ca.r:ried inland, 

he YlBS put in the midst of willows. 

ii. (Slmll Arrcr.vhead Root) 

Now again they were going upriver. 

Now again a 'tNallBIl was seen. 

standing: 

ftAt last tIW' brother's sen does arrive, 

"the one with maggots in his b.1ttocks ~ 

1'If I were not a person. 

ttthen your people would have died." 

He said: 

''Who is it woo talks that 'Way?" 

ftAhh, that is your father's sister t Small Arrowhead Root." 

190 
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Now: 

'Quick, ~ go ashor~." 

1 A double deerskin blanket 'Was given her, 

2 twJ deerskin blankets 'Were given her. 

3 Small dentalia were put at her buttocks. 

4 "Later on you will be bought, 

5 ''you will wait for small dentalia, 

6 "you will be exchanged for than." 

7 She was carried inland to nud. 

8 She was set cbNn. 

9 

10 (iii. Rush root) 

11 Now again they were going upriver. 

12 N:M again a personwas seen 

13 "At last my brother's son does arrive, 

14 "the one with maggots in his buttocks. 

15 "If I were not a person, 

16 "then your people would have died." 

17 Salmm said: 

18 ''Who is it Yiho talks that way?" 

19 "Ahh, that is your father's brother Rush-root, 

20 "he talks that way." 

21 A buckskin was given to him, 

22 two buckskins were given to him. 

23 
(iv. Indian potato) 

24 
a:Jw again they -were going upriver. 

25 Now again another person was seen: 

26 
"At last my brother's sen does arrive, 

27 
"the one with uaggots in his buttocks. 

28 
29 

"If I 1Nl!re not a person, 

"then your people would have died. II 

Saln:on said: 
30 ''Who is it who talks that way?" 
31 "Ahh--that--is your father's sister Indian potato, 
32 "talking- that way. n 

33 
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3lt 

35 

36 
37 

38 

39 

40 
41 
42 

43 

44 

45: 

46 

47 

48 
49 
50 

51 
52 
53 

54 

55 

56 

57 
58 

59 

60 

61 

62 
63 

64 

65 
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"Quick, let us go ashore." 

Now they'iltleIlt ashore. 

A woodchuck blanket was given her, 

three ~dchuck blankets "Were given her. 

Long dentalia were put on her. 

they were put at her buttocks. 

"When you will be bought. 

"you will wait for long dentalia. 

"you will be put up for ~dchuck blankets." 

She was carried to nud, 

slE was put dcl';,.m. 

(~. Tg'anapSupSu)
 

Now again they were going upriver.
 

They went aoo:e distance.
 

N::M again they reached s~e.
 

there is a perSilm.
 

"At last my brother's son does arrive,
 

"the one with naggots in his buttocks.
 

"If I 'Were not a person I
 

"then your people would have died."
 

''Who is it who talks that way?"
 

Salm:m said.
 

"Ahh, your father's brother TqanapSupSu,
 

"he talks that way. II
 

"Quick, let us go ashore."
 

Five raccoon blankets were given to him.
 

He was set down near the water.
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66 Bluejay, Crow, Flounder) 
67 
68 (:!:.. 
69 

70 
71 

72 

73 

They were going upriver, 

now they went up above. 

They arrived at St. Helens 0 

A canoe was seencoming downriver. 

The canoe came. near. 
74 

7 

76 

Ahh, Bluejay (is one of) 

and Crow, 

those ccming d.ownriver, 

and Flounder in the bow. 

, 'Ahh, fran where have you cane?" 

77 
they were asked. 

78 
They did not speak. 

79 
Again they "Were asked, 

30 
twice they were asked. 

81 
82 

83 

I'bN Crow spoke, 

she said: 

ItLaq' ala: kiwa: , 

84 
'~q'amo:Sq'amo:S, 

85 
'~q' apa!wapawa." 

86 
87 
88 

Interpretation) 

Salmm said: 

89 
"What did she say?" 

90 
One persal said: 

91 
"It was flood-tide early, 

"l'lCW' they ~ going upriver, 

'''1bey arrived at the Cascades, 

'now itwas ebb-tide, 

"now again they came d.ownriver. 

"Craw's lies. 

"A canoe never returned from the Cascades (in one day). 

"A canoe sleeps over five ti.mes 

"(as)it goes upriver, 

"then it can arrive at the Cascades. 

"Quick, let us go alongside." 

92 

93 
94 

95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 

105 
106 
107 
108 

109 

110 

III 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 
121 

122 

123 
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!~ IA~K'ANE: .. II (TOLD 1894) 

(iii) (OutcClIE)I ("If I ~re nOt") 

NJw ~y went alongside B1uejay.	 124Skunk cabbage) 
B1uejay's head was stretched out. 125

r6: SU>1Ul..xt I~t. 1 His face was turned round this way. 126
 
T'Q;tsnix igit~mam 2
 

Crow was taken.	 127ka iJ:f: suwulxt. 3 
her (head) was stretched out, 128 

her face was turned round.	 129Aqa 1.0: t::YJJl: 1a Lgoal..Et:'lx. 4 
Flounder in the bow was stretc~ out (at the head). 130''Koala seaqa qa~yamX iul'wilx, 5 

Her U'DUth is rrade crossways this way. 131i.cf:pt£ ~ yanva. 6 

"Qe: ne:kStX naika m:xo"X ngoaLe(lx, 7 ''Future generations will never return in one day from the Cascades." 132 

B1uejay was thrown inland.	 133pa:n q(i) i~Lait ~l:xam.II 8 
There Crow was thrown inland. 134Ige~k.im:	 9 

''Your name is Crow,	 135''La:n Lax! {koa LXo~la?t1 10 
''You shall never speak the Wasco language. II 136'~,	 i.Jl'lEt:'nut u(xaue: E~qa1po:, i\,): '. 11 

yaxi i.XO: 1a. tI 12 F10lmder was thrown in the water, 137 

Flounder was told:	 138'1yaq ~ge1aiX:' 13 
"Go down river to the beach. 139Iyaq'lo:LX Ig#iat. 14
 
''You shall put your face dawn in there (=lie down flat)t1. 140
Iq~1te: ig~lU1te:, 1.5
''Your name is Flounder." 141qofrm igef1uqte: iqe~lte: E~qa1po:. 16
 

Iqaig;"m: lx ata;"'1IIlXl' aL, 17
 
l:nata l':yaXo: 18
 , ,. . r:::. ' .... J::'.,. ,

kada. e:nata e:yaXD..:.Jago:n a:e:x~ata:nuq aLa 19-20-21
 

Iqe': yukI. I.XAe: ux. 22
 
Iqe.y6:txami.t ~Cak e:1l:itkpa. 23
 

(ii. ArroI'r.;head root) 

Aqa wi i.L<:!:suwulxt.	 24 

Aqa wi iq~1kl Lqag(lak, 25 

1.0: t::x:utr: la. / 26 

''Koala sot'qa qayo';yanX iCitke:u, 21
is.';po:C go/;yarma. '" 26 

"Qe: ne:kStX na:!ka i.nixbx ngoar..I: lx, 29 

pa:n q(i) igo:xutLait t:mr:lxam." 30 
Igl:k.im: 3'1 

''La:n Laxi t koa r.xc(la?" ;)2 

'~: a::Xka am:Lak A1m:I' " emaX. " 313 
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(Myth of the SaJ.m:n II) 
Aqa: 34 

"Ayaq, ~: gelaix. II	 35 "Maq, alXgL:i: kela. " 60 
Iq~lti Spo{: ix, 36 Aqa iLX.:: gelaix. 62 
~t icttalti tpa: ix. 31 I~~lte: sq'uUif, 68 

Iqalg~:mita akup~ iCa~po:tspa. 38 La:n tq'ula":maX iq:r.lte:. 69 
"A:Lqi aqno:ml.{lma, 39 Iqalga:mita iqawik ' ~:Le:, 70 

ikupklfp amtxL!: ita, ~C IC.a:poCpa iqal~:mit. 71 
aqmbQmk' t.nuapa. " ~1; ''Man{X aqnanlcf: lma I 72 

Iqt: kLa u.a:le: ux l: tL' uwalktL ' UtValkpa. 42 "iqawik' {Le: arntxLt eta, ]3 

Iqo: l.(etamit. 43 
, I tq ,ula': maX aqarn~ ta. 'I 74 

Iqc( kLa. ~: tL' uwlktL 'uwlkpa. 75 
Rush root). IqoU: etamit. 76 

Aqa wi i.I..lf: suwuIxt. 44 

(~ tq'anapSupSu) 
Aqa wi iq~lkl LgoaLe"; lx: 45 

Aqa wi i.Lo": suwulxt. 77 
I 'Koala scI: qa qayt: yarnX iC<5: w1lx, 46 

Kl~: ix iLo':ya. 78it: puC goa': yarnoa.	 41

"Qe: ne:kStX narka ~"x ngoari:lx, 48 
Aqa wi i.LaLg6: qoam!LgoaLe( lx La: xt. 79_80

pa:n q(i) igoxuf:Lait ~lxam. 49 
''Koala scl: qa qayd: yamX ice': wilx, 81Ig{ kim 19Unat: ;C
 

icf:poC goA:yanoa. 82
''La:n Laxi {kua ~la?" 51 
"Qe: ne: kStX na{ka in:xDx nguaLe': lx, 83"A:	 yIXJ.<a im,{nut Ip'i'nXaL, 52
 

"yaxi a: kua iX~ la." 53 pa:n q(i) i goxu1: Lait or.t: lxam." sa
, , "La: n La:xi a': koa LXa': la?"	 8!>Iqe:lte: as~qs~q, 541
 

igEt: kim I~t. 86
rna:kSt iq{~lte: ts~s{quks.	 55 
I '" /- 4"A:	 Tq~:PSUPSUAYaxi a:kua iXo:la." AL"Tl€:ITO: t, 8V-88 

(iv. Indian potato) 

Aqa wit' aX i.I..cf:suwulxt. 56 "Ayaq alXt ge: laiX. II 8~ 

Iq'~te: _ tqaIl<1:qoakS. 99Aqa wi Lg07naX iC:Lql1d LgoaL{ lx: 57 
''!<oal CY"~~ , , '''''''tk - Iqe:guLl:etamit q'ol:p r..cJqoapa. 91 a ~:qa qayo:yarnX l.Ci e:u, 58 

if: pU:: gar:yanna. 59 
"Qe: ne: kStX nafu ~Xo~ ngoa:uf: lx. 60 

pa:n q(i) igo~:Lait o:r.r:lxam.: 6J. 
Igt:kim I~t: 62 

''La:n Laxi :kua :r..xo';la?" 63 
"A: -y;,,;.;.a1Xk.T-am:tI:.alC Atsq' E!ltlf!mix t: kua a}k( la. " 64 

65 



(Myth of the Salm:m II) 

II. (B1uejay, CrorN. Flounder) 

(i) (Encounter) 

lli/suwulxt. 

aqa S~Xa1ix ~ya. 
ilJf: yam Net: yago :goixpa. 

IqiLge~q1kl ik.tni:m e:stsx. 

Q' 01:p ig(yoX yaxi ik'nim. 

A:.	 Iqe1sqe: s ~: iC I.e: stsx 

k' a At' a":ntsa. 

k'a Ap~:Sx a'<k'amitx. 

"A: qtmte:wa amSte':mam?" 

iqLo:~:kua. 
NMSt iLtXlCo:. 

, 
We: t' aX iqLo: qUICXo :kua. 

~tix iqLo:~:kua. 
Aqa ~Xa1Co At' .{'ntsa. 

ig/k.im: 

''La.q ,a~ laki.awa: • 

'~q'amo~Sq'amo:S. 
"Laq' apcf.:wapawa. " 

(ii. Interpretation) 

Igtf:kim I~t: 
"Q/yaX ig.{kim?" 

/ .....,. ,
IJAkim LeXa.: t LgosLe: lx: 

"nJwiCk~, 
"aqa :iJ..c)"suwulxt. 

tln.o~yam i.J.<Et:SaCk, 

"aqa i~takoa, 
-aqa wi iL~tso:." 

"IettL'ue:nxut At' !:ntsa. 

''NiSt q~tsix nixta':kuaX ilinim ~SaCkpa. 
"('\I1(TWn;V " iX ':1. (- ,_jIL '" lxmx.'(.................... qayoqo: J..1\.-=rn..IJULpYO: suwu • 

"Cxua q(i) iyd;yam i.:l<:tSaCk. 

"Ayaq. al.Xg::Lqamla. " 
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II
 

(iii) (Outcane)
 

Aqa iLgtf:Lqamla Iqe': sqe: s. 124
 

IqLE(:nXukte: Iqe~sqe:s. 125
 
twa iStikbqoxuitix si:axost. 126
 

Iqa;'glga At' a: ntsa. 127
 

iqLcf: nXukte: . 128
 

IStikttqoxui.tix sglXost. 129
 
Iqut:nXukte:	 Apke':Sx fk'amitX. 120
 

E:wa: iuk'u1a~txit ica;kl.lsxat. 131
 

.I
 

"Alo:.xoc(:Xa t~lxam miSt q~tsiX aluxoata':koa e:xt we':koa i.ke':Sa.C1q>a." 1:12 

Iqe: Xe1ma Iq: sqe: s r..xI1e: ux.	 133
 

,. . I , " ,
Io:koa l.qaXe:ma At a:ntsa I..J~jne:ux. 138


"At'/ntsa j,m{:Xa1e:u. 135
 
tine :St q~tsix LuXo1:mt.t amXlCuw/ya." 136
 

Iqa1e":maLX Apke~ Sx. 13'7
 
iqo': lxam Apk{: SX: 136
 

''Mi:ya qa~e:qamix Lkami;J..a~lqpa. 139
 
"Amsinq' oy{ yayaXtix.
 140
 
"Apkt: Sx i..mtX'ale: u. " 19.!
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DISCUSSION: '!HE FIRSI' ACT 

The profile for each version of the myth shows the organization into act, 

scene, strophe, verse, and line. Between the indication of verses and lines is 

shown the semmtic character of the verse (or strophe, if there is only one 

verse in the strophe), as \\ell as the salient linguistic narkers. 

Even a casua.l reaci:ing makes clear the presence of two acts. It is the sarre 

with the scenes of the first act. Salm::m and his carrpanions reach each of five 

plants in turn. What requires closer attention and analysis is the organization 

within each scene into verses. ATl essential parallelisn between each of the five 

scenes is clear-. Analysis of form/n:eani.p.g cova:dation shoNs its structure. 

The recurrent ela:r:ents of content need alnDst only to be '·liberated t from 

paragraph fOITIEt and displayed to be seen. SalIron and his canpanions go upriver. 

A person speaks, Salm:m asks wb:l has spoken, and is told. He and his companions 

gp ashore, give gifts to the speak.er', and place it where it will be found by the 

people yet to cone. 1he three ttrrns at talk that follow the travelling up river 

in each scene (person" Salm::m, explanation) are pretty rwch identical. There is 

IIDre variation in the preceding acCOlIDt· of travelling and the following account 

of going ashore, gifting, and placing. 

In discovering the relations and grouping, we can take accmmt of the conventions 

of Chinookan narrative, which make change of location. change of speaker for a turn 

at talk, and introduction of a line by particles such as "NoW' and "Now again' 

signals of a unit. In additicn. Chlnookannarrative ccmpetence organizes units 

at all levels again and again in, sequences of three and five. Five is the ritua.l 

nunber of the culture. Three is its func.tional associate in narrative organization. 

The sarre association holds for neighboring groups:. wb:>se ritua.l number is five; 

Sabaptin, Kalapuya, Coltmbia River Salish. There narratives also sb;lw this dual 

use of three and five., The patterning is tmre than nl.lD:erical. Typically~ it shows 

units to have a relationship of neaningful sequence as well as form.. a relationship 

'WIi'tlich can be glossed as 'onset, ongoing, outCOllE·. In a sequence of five members, 

the middle unit is a pivot, completing the first three par.t sequence as its outcc:Jl:re, 

and initiating the second as its onset. 

These ccnventions. and parallelism,am::mg scenes, show the five scenes of the 

first act to be organized in three strophes. In the 1891 telling the core strophe, 

the middle one, is very heavily established in the first and fifth scenes I and IIOre 

normally marked in the intervening scenes, simply by a particle pair, "Now then. II 

In the first scene the first strophe is a typical stateIIe1t ,of a set of people in 

a certain location or condition. (There is a serious ptm in the fact that the 

initial verb has an etYJJIJlogical partner that connx:mly introduces narratives with 

the meaning 'they lived (stayed, ramined) there'. The stem -Lait also has that 

sense, but with the preceding reflexive eleT:J.'El1t, -Xua-. is a verbal thE!llE with 

the neaning 'to die I ) Then follows a seasonal tiJ:I:e \M)rd, the first of a set of• 

three locational v:ords (Spring, first, sor:rewhere). Each locational word is 

associated with a \M)rd of a triplet of travel; he went up river I he ~ld 

arrive, he arrived. And the first and third of these groups have 'Now" 

(aqa) as \Nell. This accUIIn.J.1ation of narking introduces three turns at talk. 

In the fifth strophe, the three turns at talk are introduced with a lighter 

accunulation, but still a notable one; where, arrived, and 'now again' f 

with 'again' in its full form. (wi..t' aX! as against wi alone). 

This rrarking and the principle of three part grouping make th~ middle 

strophe evident throughout the act., After the first scene, the elenent of 

travel is not part of the middle strophe. but is initial. usually marked itself 

by INow again' . 

Comparison shows that the remaining part of each stroJ:'he is a third part. 

corrposed in principle of three elements: ashore, gifting, placing. This 

third strophe varies. in narking and content.. suggesting either a touch of 

uncertainty or a certain variation in interest and recollection. 

In the first scene the third strophe is established by repetition 

(uniquely) of Salrron's spoken call to change location: 'Let us go ashore:" 

and a conpler:rent stating that they wmt asrore. This pairing is repeated in 

the giv:L."1g o£ first elkskin arnor, then bone-war-clubs. The elkskin anror is 

given in a distich.. or couplet, in 'Which the same triplet of words is rraintained, 

while 'WOrd order is varied. The bone-war-club is given in a tristich in which 

the verb 'to put near him (under his blanket) I recurs in each of three lines. 

together with the series lone, another, ItIM)~ with 'lxme-war-club' itself 

enclosing the three in the first and third lines. The third elem:mt of the 

so"ophe again has ~ constituents. carrying inland and being put amidst willows. 

Such an organization of units into a threefold set of pairs is not uncoom:m. 

In these texts it occurs again in the same strophe in the 1894 telling, suggesting 

that it serves to establish a general rratrix of understood action the first 

time round in each version. 
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This initial establisl:ment prestJ[lS.bly helped an audience, as it helps us, 

recogrdze the place, organizational1:y, of the semantic contents of 

gifting and placing as they variously occur in couplets and single lines 

in the rema:i.n:ing scenes withJut initial marker. (Notice that the first 

elem::mt, 'Ashore', is displaced into the middle stanza in scene '!) . 
'The first act of the l894-telling does-not srow the s.ame 

initial elaboration as the 1891 telling, perhaps because Cultee remerrbered 

(or was reminded) that he had told the story before. 'The first verse and 

stanza of the first scene does have three lines, a triplet of travel, 

alIIDst a brief abstract and formal filler. The remaining scenes all 

mark the first stanza, that of travel upriver,¢th 'Now again'. 'The 

first scene marks the middle stanza with. 'Now', and all of the rema:i.n:ing 

four scenes mark it with 'Now again'. As uentioned just above, the first 

scene elaborates the third stanza. It begins here and in all the 

remaining scenes except the third with quoted speech, 'Ashore~' 

The second and fourth scenes elaborate the middle elenent, the gifting, 

into three parts: tv.D gifts and qu::>ted speech pronouncing about than 

in relation to the future. Both these scenes also mark the first 

elenent, going ashore, with 'Now', the fourth scene placing it after 

the qu::>ted speech so as to make two verses of the unit. In between the 

third scene is perfunctory, having only two lines for a single gift. 'The 

fifth and final scene of the act has the siJIple skelettm: 'Ashore', 

a gift, a placin g.. 

DISCUSSION: nIE SEOOND Acr 

Where the scenes of the first act are evidently essentially the 

sane in both tellings, tmse of the second act are not. It is necessary 

to test alternative hypotheses as to what Cultee is in the second act 

in each case. There are reascns of fonn for doing so, and, as will be seen, 
reasoos of meaning. 

AltbJugh the second act has a new cast of characters, three persons 

net in a came instead of a series of five plants, there are parallels in 

content. between the two acts. And it is to units of content that we tnlSt 

give attention in Act II, because overt marking by initial particles is 

alIIDst mn-existent. In the 1891 telling, the act -as a -whole begins with 

'Now', but no further unit within the act. Ttm1s of speaking and verbal 

parallelism do IIl.':Ike clear the grouping of lines into verses throughout; 

but the grouping of verses into larger units depends upon a hypothesis 

as to hOW' their relaticns as actions fits within the possibilities of 

<hinookan narrative patterning. The case with the 1894 telling is the sane. 

''Now'' intro:luces one tum at talk (GrOW" s) and one self-evident 

sequmce (that of twisting), but otherwise turns of speaking and 

verbal parallelism are lItlat make clear the grouping of lines into 

verses, and larger units again depend upon a hypothesis as to their 

interrelations as actions within the general <hinookan conventions. 
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lhe essential elem:mts of act I have each a counterpart in act II, as can 

be seen in the following chart: 

I II 

A upriver upriver 
Ba II (Identificaticn)" " (identificaticn)" 

b ''Who?'' '''What?'' 

c "(explanation)" "(explanation)" 

Ca "Ashore" "Stop"/"Alongside" 

b Gifting 'lWisting 
c Placing Placing 

Act II is in fact in one ·eense the burlesque that follows serious 

drama, Salm::m and his ccmpanions have journeyed, one stop at a time, 

with SCl'Ie distance between stops. One can assure that each stop 

represents a journey of a day, five days in all. In the course of the 

days (five being the proper rn.:m:ber for the repetiticn of a ritual act) 

they learn and establish fundamental relationships, part of the general 

relation of participant maintenance that governs the 'WOrld: foods 

available in winter and the rest of the year; foods from the water and 

from land; foods obtained typically by men and foods obtained typically 

by waooIl; together with respect and reciprocal gifting. Continuing 

up river, beyond Kathlamet territory (as indicated 1..'1 at least the 

1894 version, the site of St. Helens, Oregon being Chinookan but 

beyond the last upriver Kathlamet settlements), they encounter a 

canoe mich answers with three words unintelligible to Salnon, The 

first word is in fact intelligible as a Clackamas-Wasco plant name, 

and the other t1NO prestmlably are plant names as welL Thus the mission 

of Salroon and his ccn:pmions is invoked, though we carmot be sure as to 

who in the story or audience was to know. The form of word certainly would 

have been inmediately recognizable as Chinookan, on a nndel indeed familiar 

Ias the basis of group names. ( •Clackamas' is from La-q I ima.s their 

vine-maple; 'Clatsop' is from ta-ts~p 'their dried huckleberry and 

salnnn', etc.). Since the group is m:!t coming from upriver, presumably 

upriver Chinookan was easily inferrable as the source of the words, whether 
or not their referencs were known. 

tht only is the mission invoked, but when Salnon.asks for interpretation, 

he is told that the upriver canoe has gone and cooe back in a day, lIDCking 

the day-by-day progress of Salnon himself. He is told this by the steersman, 

Bluejay, well known in the rnvttx>lo~ as a misinterpreter of the TNOrds of 

VUIEIl (cf. 'Bluejay and Ioi' in Chinook Texts, 'Bluejay and his elder sister' 

in; :. -..,;. Clackarras Texts), and as one who makes chiefs unhappy. Justi ce 

is stm'lIl8IY, punishment condign. The authority of SalrtDn as a pronouncer 

of the way the 'INOrld will be when hum:I.TI beings corre is maintained. Bluejay, 

who elsewhere in Chinookan mythology plays the part of bungling host, 

failing in an attanpt to en:ulate a being who can provide food from his 

own kind without loss, here plays the part of a self;..appointed enactor 

and celebrant of the: ,~: ",,--' reciprocity basic to food and life. 

The result is twisting instead of gifting, and, in the 1894 version, 

placing that is not desirable. The plants in the first act are placed 

mere they will be found, and used, by hunan beings, and to be of use 

to human beings is consistently treated as a reward in the myths. In being 

thrown inland, Bluejay and CrCM are being thrown- away from the river, 

away from the river's fish, and that is a punis~nt. (Cf. the fate of 

'Cock Robin' (varied thrush) in myth 31 in Clackamas Chinook Texts). 

That Crow will never speak the Wasco language is in keeping with a 

widespread there of the transformation of Cr()ll,7' s voice or speech; here 

it seems to mean simply that she will never mislead by the use of 

a human language again. Flounder's fate seems simply the appropriate 

disposition of 'What will nCM be only the fish, Flounder, no longer a 

myth-age being. 

In short, the theme of the establishment of ,'. _ basic reciprocal 

relations ,is reinforced by doubling. It is shown being properly enacted, 

five times, and then others are shown being punished for mocking it. 

'tl1ithin this connon matrix both versions of Act II share a core that 

proceeds in alrtDs~. identical from and 

pronouncanent. Yet the form of Act II is different from the form of Act I 

in each·version, and different also as bea...'een versions. 
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Act-rL~tl1e,shaPe ~f Act 11 

If the verses of Act II in the 1891 telling are grouped together so as to 

parallel the organization of Act I, the result would be as follows: 

*Scene ,!.: a (upriver) 

1~cene ii: b (identification) 
- c	 (what?) 

d (explanation) 

*Scene iii:	 tit
 
f ("Stop", stop)
 

g (Twisting) 
h " 
i 

j (Pronouncsnent)
 
l,c
 

Such a grouping could be imposed, but it quite ignores, one might say it 

violates, the re1at~ships and pro}X>rtions that Act II itself suggests. 

There is evident a pairing of initiation and response. In (a) the CSIXle 

is asked, and in (b) it responds. In (c) Sa1m::m. asks for exp1anatim, 

and in (d) exp1anaticn is given. In (e) Salm:m calls for the other canoe to 

be stopped, and (f) it is stopped. After the three verses that deal with the 

disposition of each of the three persons in the canoe, the pronouncement that 

closes the myth is presented in two qtX:>ted stata:nents, each pairEkl with 

an action. The evidence of pairing as a principle of organizatim overall, 

except where content dictates a three-part grouping (ghi), seems c.orq;>e11ing, 

and, as will be seen, seems to go together with an intended meaning. 'The 

set of five stanzas fits neatly the recurrent rhetorical logic in ehinookan, 

the third group (ef) being outcane to the two preceding pairs, and onset 

of the remaining two stanzas. (The putative three scene-organizaticn that 

v.lt'lUld match the organization of scenes in act I could be inposed, but the 

fit to the rhetorical logic would be gross, nuch farther rem:>ved from the 

actual action of the narrative). 

If the verses of Act II in the 1894 telling are grouped together so as 

to parallel the organization of Act I, the result would be as follows. 

*Scene !: a (upriver)
 

*Scene'ii: b (encounter, lines 95-99)
 

c-d (quest~ing, lines 100-2) 

e-f (questicning, lines 103-4) 

g (identification, lines 105-9) 

h (what?) 

i (exp1ana.ticn) 

*Scene	 j (alongside)
 

k (Twisting)
 

1
 

m
 

n (PronomcemE!rlt)
 

0 (Placing) .. 
p
 

q
 

Such a grouping could be :iIq;>osed, but it would violate the general 

Qrinookan pattern. This set of three scenes would entail a middle scene 

with four stanzas. rather than three or five. The sequence of verses 

c-d, e-f, g is an evident five-fold group within the scene: ask, no answer; 

ask again, ask answer. The units that precede and follow are evidently 

self-contained, the a five-line unit of approaching travel and 

a resulting object of perception, the latter as two turns at talk. Again, 

the third scene would have four stanzas, rather than four or five: 

j; k-1-mi ni o-p-q. (The internal unity of each is ev±dent) 

Why not, one might think, assign (j) to the preceding scene, and 

solve both problems at once? Now there are five stanzas in scene ii and 

three in scene iii. In one reapect that is precisely the right answer. 

The third and final scene contains the three ingredients of outcorre: 

twisting, pronou1lCsnent, placing. But the displacement of (j) neans that 

we are no longer following the patterning of Act I exactly. And since 

there is not formal marking, let alone heavy estab1islmmt, of a new 

major secticn after the first verse, as there is initially in Act I, 

the re1atims am:::mg the verses that ope:'\. the act depend upon, not abstract 

parallelism, but close corm.ecticns in terms of the pervasive rhetorical logic 

of Chinookan narrative. In this respect it is difficult not to find (cdefg) 

as an out~ of (a, b). Unlike the first speech by another in Act I, here 

such speech is in response to questioning. That underlies the unity of 
initiated by SalIIDn' s party
 

(cdefg)j and (cdefg) as a whole is/tri response to the encounter of (a,b).
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An alternative grouping, indeed, consistent with the rhetorical logic, 

VJOu1d be into five units, such that (cd) is outC<:llre to (a), (b) and 

onset to (ef), (g). 
Notice that the final verses of the firs tVJO scenes, so grouped, 

(a; b; c-d; e-f; g) and (h; i; j), are 11OW' parallel. The first ends with 

vtlat Crow says, and the second ends with Sa1.nDn' s denial of what Crow 

is said to have said: 'Crow' s lies". Indeed, Crow's speech is a focus 

of concern three times in the act: Grow's wrds; Salrmn's statarent, 

"Crow lies"; and the pronOlIDcen:ent, ''''{our narJE is Crw. You shall never 

speak the Wasco language". What has been learned about the way these 

stories work strongly suggests that a focus of attenticn that recurs three 

times sh:>uld be placed ineach of three coordinate units, preferably
 

at or near an ending-point of each, for the sake of the e.D.1?hasis thus
 

provided. The placing of Crow's SPeech and Sa1.nDn's response to it
 

in each of three scenes in this act does just this. The organizaticn
 

of the act into scenes that goes with this satisfies a basic principle
 

of such stories, called by Kemeth Burke in his essay, 'The psycro10gy of
 

the audience I (1931), 'the arousal and satisfaction of expectaticn. ' 

The tv.o acts, then, share elarents of content, but differ in overall 

form, both i1.89l and in 1894. If Act II is distinct fran Act I in each 

telling, is it still perhaps the same in overall form across tellings 
r 

! 

The answer to this hypothesis also appears to be negative. 

In tre 1891 telling the verses have been found to be related to 

each other essentially as pairs (within an overall five-part pattern). 

In tre 1894 telling the verses have been found to be related to each other 

essentially as part of three-part sequ:mces. 

Second telling in the shape of the first? 

The principle of pairing could be applied to act II of the 1894 version,
 

but with the following result:
 

*Aa travel upriver (3 steps) (92-94)
 

b Canoe encountered ('5-99) 

'~Ba Ask (100-1)
 

b No response (102)
 

*Ca Ask (103-4)
 

b Respcnse (105-9)
 

*DB. ''What?':' (110-1)
 

b ,,----I' (112-7)
 

*Ea "Alongside" (118-123)
 

b 1Wisting (RJ) (124-6)
 

*Fa 1Wisting (Crow) (127-9)
 

b Twisting (Flomder) (130-1)
 

*Ga Pronomcarent (132)
 

b Throwing inland (BJ) (133)
 

ifIa II " (C) (134-6)
 

b " " (F) (137-141)
 

One has eight sets of pairs, which do not conform to pervasive patterning in 

Chinookan, and for whose exceptionality there is no intrinsic ootivaticn. The 

first four pairs cb proceed in a POssibl.-: 'this, then that' manner (A-D), but 

then onehas the three-part twisting of each of t.'I1e parties in the other canoe 

disjoined (EF). The three-part placing inland of each is similarly disjoined 

(rn) • The coocluding part of the act is clearly enough a matter of three 

parts twisting, ooe prooouncement, three parts throwing inland, for a total of 

3 steps inthe outca:ne. This three part patterning in fact is in keeping with 

the rhytfmic expectations that the act establishes at the outset. The first three 

lines are a three-part travelling sequence of a recurrent pattern: go upriver. 

go up above, arrive. The next lines form a set of five, with an internal 

three-part logic: canoe cailing; cane near; ahh, Bluejay, Crow and Flounder. 

The asking and aIlS\\JIering is distributed into five parts: a turn at talk 

(100-1), no response, again, twice, now respcnse. (104 seems ~t:hing of 

a place1:'Dlder for the fourth elemmt in the five part sequence). 

The next three turns at talk seem to go together, linked as the explicit 

participation of Sal.Iron in speaking, as against pairing Sahmn' s response (118-123) 

with the first twisting, thus disrupting the unity of the twisting sequence. 
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First telling in the shape of the second? 

The principle of three-part patterning, found in Act II of the 1894 

version, coCld be applied to the 1891 versicn as well, but with the following 

result: 

*i A a, b Ask, response 

B c, d ''What?'', "---" 

C e, f "Stop, lie", stop 

*ii g, h, i Twisting (Flounder, Crow, Bloejay) 

*iii i, k Pronouncenent (told than, left) 

Such an organizationdoes not differ fran a five part organizatioo. at the 

level of verses themselves. It differs only in taking the first three pairs 

of verses together as a scene. Is there a reason for doing this? The 

implication would be to find the three scenes as equivalent: encounter (i); 

transfonnatioo. (ii); pronouncement (iii). That in itself is plausible, 

but the internal balance of the act as a whole is against it. Of course 

the three verses of transfonnatioo. belong together in any case (g, h. i). 

The pronouncement is singled out by itself in Act II of the 1894 versioo, 

but even so, only within a scene. as a single line between two series of 

transforIIBtion sequences. To override the evident internal balance of 

the act +e 1891 version, proceeding pair by pair, one would need to 

appeal to SOlll! known structure of coo.tent, such as prevails throughout 

the sames' of .R8Ehr:,rli~iH~igfhfh~~9Rirst8ftss8~~tiJtI~C£kver, 
points quite the other way. 

If we align the two versions, we see the following: 

1891 1894 

a A ! 
B 

ca 
b Ch, c, d, e 

c A 

d B 

e C 

f 

g. h, i A a, b. c iii 

j, k B 

Ca. b, c 

The entire first scene. one third of the act, of the 1894 version is encanpassed 

--in the first two verses of the 1891 version. This comparison makes clear that 

the two tellings ar'Trganized differently at this point: 1891 in terms of pairing, 

1894 in teons of threes. Ute san:e cor¥:lusion follows fran ccxrparing the parallel 

contents of the next part. 1891 has two pairs of paired verses (c, d; e, f), 

while 1894 has three clear stanzas in its scene ii (h, i, j). The same conclusion 

also follows fran cmparing the contents of the final part. 1891 has two 

groups of verses, one of outcane, one of pronouncement, while 1894 has three 

groups, the two transformatiooal outcomes separated. by a line of pronouncement. 

In sum, the 1891 versial treats the initial encounter and its question 

and answer pairwise, the 1894 version in three (or five) groups. The 1891 

versioo. treats the subsequent exchange, involving questioo., interpretaticn, 

and evaluation, in te:r:ms of two sets of pairs, the 1894 version in three 

groups. The 1891 versial treats the transformation and pronotmcement in:: 

two parts, the 1894 version in three. 

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that Cultee intentioo.ally 

organized Act II into pairwise groupings in 1891 and into three-unit 

groupings in 1894. 

can a ~ given to this difference? It IIBy be possible to infer 

a conventional rreaning or connotation for these two alternatives, or options, 

within the general logic of three and five part patterning, once all Cultee's 

texts have been analyzed in terms of line and verse. Recurrent relaticns 

between this aspect of form and n:eanings in the places in which it is used IIBy 

appear. As of now, one can observe that close attention to form.h:reaning 

covariation does pennit individual differences aIJDng texts to arerge. 

Texts do fight back. It is '\NOrth roting that an approach to structure which 

dealt only with content would find the two tellitigs to be a1m:>st identical. 

The element of placing at the end of the 1894 tell~ would seem a fuller 

version, peIhaps. 

When structure is understood. in terms of verbal fonn as '!Nell as content, 

coV'ariatiDn of farm and coo.tent, the differences just established can be 

discovered, and meanings for than sought. In fact, the differences do seem to 

involve differences in focus. Both tellings of Act II present SalnDn as 

aufhority , but in different ways and to sOO'lE'!What different effect. 

These differences can best be assessed in the light of a general assessment 

of the differences between the two tellings of the myth. 
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'W'hat factors account for the differences between the two perfonnances? 

Insofar as Boas sought the second telling as a check on the linguistic competence 

and ccnsistency of Cultee in Kathlanet, he should have been satisfied. There is 

no evident linguistic inconsistency or variation. Even the three unintelligible 

words uttered by Crow are repeated 'WOrd-perfect. 

What of differences in another kind of cO£I1>etence, knowledge of the content 

of tradition? There do seem to be sare differences of this kind. By and large 

they point to fuller coomand of the content of tradition in the second narration. 

One can guess that Boas' earlier visits (1890, 1891) p~d activated memory of 

'·the story in Cultee's mind, and that the last visit (1894) may have found
 

it roore to the fore. Such an explanation fits several differences.
 

(1) The appellation, 'the one with maggots in his buttocks', is missL.'lg 

only in the first scene in the first telling of 1891. The inference would seem 

to be that Cultee did not recall it until after the pertinent tIDment in the 

first scene of that first telling, but never forgot it afterwards. 

(2) fust of this speech by the person encountered is identical throughout 

both tellings. The only other difference is that the speaker says, literally, 

'If not I I-became I-person' in all five scenes in 1894, and in all but the 

first scene in 1891. Again the implication would seem to be that the 'WOrd 

did not care to Cultee until after that point in the first scene of the first 

telling, but was not forgotten afterwards. 

Each of these points is rrore than a matter of rrsoorization of a 'WOrd. 

Each has to do with the rroral and spiritual inport of the story. That SalnDn 

is said to have naggots in his buttocks ia an allusion with t'WO referents. 

First, it refers to the scene and season of the myth itself, the spring after 

winter, when only stored sa1.nDn would have been available, and when sa1.nDn 

would last have been seen in the river in late fall, many of them 'white 

salmon , fading and likely to be rotting, after having fertilized eggs.' 
Second, there is a reference to a dramatic myth of Sa1.nDn, recorded in Chinook 

"'~-proper frotn Cultee, and in ClackaJ:J:as and Wishram-Wasco. In the myth young 

Salmon avenges his father's death. (He has COI'OO from an egg from his father's 

body, underlining the respect inwhich he represents the male principle ~ se), 

Having taken his father's wife fran those wOO had captured her. he is asleep in 

their canoe, when she reacts with fright or disgust to naggets appearing on him. 

In retaliation he flings her up on a bluff. (Later, reminded of her by birds, 

k"""b~ has her rescued by them and restores her beauty). Apart from the iIrplicatioo 

that a man may have i.rmer worth a 'WOt'lBn fails to see, the maggots, like the plot 

of which they are a part, reflect the cyclical death and rej1.Nenation of the fish 

on whose armual return the Indians of the Co11..l'fbia were especially dependent. 

(Notice that this young Sa1.nDn would need to have his father's relatives named). 

The reference to I perscn' involves a sense of I person' as 'being', and as 

the kind of 'being in the \\Orld' in which power may be found. The "WOrd can be 

used in ordinary discourse as an unmarked "WOrd for 'htmm person'. having a 

minimal sense that may be translated 'poor. poor fellow' --sCllIeone witlh nothing 

to be said about them, no status as kin or chief or hunter or whatever, except 

personal existence itself. In this myth the unmarked sense is doing ontological 

duty. (This p~int is missed in the translal:icn of the Clackamas Chinook 

version (for which see below). 'Where Sa1.mJn. responding to a description of the 

one who speaks, is taken in the published translation to be saying "Oh poor 

fellow", he actually is conveYing ''Oh--a person" (that is, one of the beings whose 

powers rna.tter in the ~r1d). 

(3) The smre set of persons appear in each telling. but the order is 

reversed at one point. Large Arr01Nhead Root ("Indian Potato") is third, 

Rush-root fourth in 1891. The reverse is true in 1894. If there is a significance 

to the difference, it appears to lie in the fact that the 1894 ordering has a 

regular alternation of gender: male, female, rna.le a female, male (uncle, aunt, 

uncle, aunt, uncle). 

(4) The gifts given each person are partly the same. partly different as 

between the t'WO tellings. In both the first and fifth persons receive the same 

gifts: e1kskin armors and bone-war-clubs to the first, Skunk Cabbage, and in the 

smre nunber: one, then five ann:>rs. one then a second club; the fifth gets five 

raccoon blankets in each telling. In both versims Large ArrCMhead Root gets 

long dentalia and woodchuck blankets. buttthe order is reversed. The smre is 

true for Small Arrowhead Root. who gets small dentalia before blankets in 

1891, and after blankets in 1894. In sum, denta1ia is first for both in 

1891, blankets are first for both in 1894. If there is a significance, it is 

that having blankets and the like first is consistent throughout the 1894 

telling, being the first or only type of gift in all five scenes. That may 

suggest a roore controlled perfonImlCe. So does the fuller individuation of 

gifts in 1894. In 1891 Small ArrCMhead Root is given y;oodchuck blankets and so 

is Large Arrowhead Root. In 1894 SnaIl Arrowhead Root is given deerskin 

blankets. thus being differentiated. Similarly, in 1891 Rush-root gets 

elkskin. as had Skunk Cabbage, but in 1894 gets buckskin, also a differentiation 

in the later telling. 

In these respects the 1894 performance seems more fully articulated. This 

inference is strengthened by the fact that it is only in the 1894 telling that 

the presentation of gifts includes a speech of pronounCerre:lt (to Small 
and Large Arrowhead Root). 
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One detail ¢at falls the other way is the mention of feathered regalia 

(a syaDol of power) being given to Rushroot in 1891, but not in 1894. One might 

take the explicit mention of the initial state of hunger in 1891 to be the same. 

This state is presupposed by the entire act. though, and may not have had to be 

said. 

(5) The ~ tellings are like in that the placing of each of the five 

persons i.s omitted for one of them: Arrowhead Root in 1891, Rush-root in 

1894. Where IlBlmd in both. versions, the;placings are the .s.ar£e+ ~wil1c:;p;..,;>s for 

Skunk Cabbage, u:ud for Indian Potato. shoreline or water for TqanapSupSu 

(6) The 1894 telling adds a sequence at the end in which the three 

people encountered in a canoe on the river are placed, parallel~- the 

placements at the end of each scene in act I. 

In sum, sane details do seem to point to differences in recollection, 

and a.1.m:>st entirely point toward the second telling as rrore ccmplete, rrore 

fully performed. 

The overall structure of the first act in both tellings is constant. 

Indeed, one can extract a fornulation of the na.rrative competence involved, 

a fonmlation that presumably would have \IDderlain any telling of the 

act. We can say that the traditiOt1B.l performer of act I, if sharing Cultee' s 

tradition for the myth, would have known and performed a telling with the 

following characteristics: 

5 scenes; 3 stanzas in each scene; first stanza in each scene 

framing it in terms of Sa1m:m and his companions going upriver; second 

stanza cooprising 3 turns at talk: a plant armouncing its worth (same mrds 

each time); Sa.1Jmn asking who is talking that way; an explanation of the 

plant's relation to Sa1n:Dn as sibling of his father; third stanza comprising 

in principle 3 elements, the fiH}f14~d speech: going ashore, gifting the 

plant, placing the plant vtl.ere it 'WOUld henceforth be. 

It see:ns appropriate that this half of the myth would be so nearly 

fixed in fonn as well as content. It expresses strongly a ritual relationship 

as between food of the water and food of the land; be~en a male leader and 

a group at least partly female (and plants would be essentially a woman's domain); 

between junior and elder kin. Sa.l.Ioon, hero and dominator of waren in another myth, 

here is partly apprentice, learning identit~es that enter into the bonds of 

reciprocity \IDderlying the maintE!1aIlce of the world for those who must eat to 

exist in it. 

The differences in the secortd act seem not to be differences in 

detail due to recollection, wt alnDst entirely to be differences due to 

intE\!ltion. As we hav.e seen, the second act is a ccmpletIEIlt of the first 

in elanents of content, in both vers ions, and the ~ versions agree 

in main elene1ts of content between thanselves (except for the absence of 

the placing of the trio at the end in 1891). But each version has its own 

shape, a shape that resists being pressed into the rrold of eithe~he preceding 

act or the other telling. . . 

In the 1891 version the auth:>rity of SalnDn as leader and chief is 

para:DD1.J[lt at the outset. What others do in each of the first three pairs 

of verses is in response to Salm:m. He is I1.B.tred as the speaker in each 

of the first two pairs. In contrast, theparty in the other canoe is asked 

iIq>ersonally in the 1894 telling, and only a little later on. Again, 

in the 1891 version Salmm is the only one I1.B.tred throughout the first 

three pairs of verses. In contrast, the party in the other canoe is not 

questicned until all three of its members have been recognized by narre 

in the 1894 telling, and when Crav sPeaks, she is ~d as the one so doing. 

(In the 1891 telling the speaker is identified only by position in "the canoe). 

Once past the establislJrEnt of Salm::m I S authority as initiator in the 

first three pairs of verses, the other trio are named in the course of 

being disposed of, from l:xJw to stem, and the myth is ended with the two-part 

pronouncem:mt. The trio is sirrply told this and is left. The use of 

questicns to evaluate Grow's initial statement, as interpreted by Bluejay, 

in 1891 may express chiefly irony and condescension. 

In the 1894 version the trio in the other canoe is given far rrore 

prominence and attention. The fact of being named, and vtl.ere and when 

an actor is named, as noted, is important evidence. In 1894 the trio are 

nmned tlu'ee times: on first encounter, on twisting, on placing, but in 1891 

only once. Att:e:ltion is diverted fran Salm::m, :L."1itially, to them; they are 

nmned and he is not. The naming of the site of St. Helens at the outset seems not 

a rE!llSliJe~tail, but an errt>hasis, one that goes with the specification at the 

end that Crow will not speak Wasco. Salmm I s party have gone beyond Kathlamet 

territory a fair bit, and sarething about boundaries is being expressed. 

(Wasco was spoken in the vicinity of the Cascades and above). 

Attention to the trio is shown +ana.tizing their apPearance on the scene: 

as against 'they met a canoe' in 1891, here a canoe is seen caning, c~s near. 

ah: Bluejay, Crow, Flounder, a full five-part verse. Again, the initial exchange 

of speech is not direct question and answer, as in 1891. 'lba trio 1IUSt be asked 

Wee times (:lh verse pattern, if not literally in 'WOrds). Whatever else may be 
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indicated by the reticence, it holds attention on the trio for another
 

stanza.
 

The doubling of verses begirming with 'stop' of 1891 is not repeated
 

in 1894. Rather, Salm:m's evaluation of the facts of the matter ends
 

with instruction to go alongside in a single line, end the doing so
 

is not in tandem, but part of a line that introduces Bluejay by name.
 

The pronouncement as to travel tiIre that is doubled in 1891, and
 

ends the myth, here is inserted as a single line between t'WO sequences
 

o~ disposition of the trio. True, its sudden occurrence rings like the
 

offstage trunpet in the Leonore overture, but in position and proportion
 

it 'has been daroted. The ending of the 1894 version reinforces the
 

ca:Jl'lementary structure of the myth as a whole, by having a final
 

sequence of placement, paralleling the respectful placement of plants
 

in the first act. In doing so, it also, as noted, adds attention to the
 

trio.
 

In sum, the 1894 version gives much IIDre attention to the trio in the 

other canoe. Attention is diverted from SalnDn to the parallel in outcomes 

for the five plants and the trio (gifting : twisting; placing for both) . 

The paired verse structure of the 1891 telling, the 'this, then that' 

of initiation and response, seems well suited to establishing the 

authoritative role of SalnDn at the outset. The three-part structuring 

of the 1894 telling seems suited, even essential, to focus on the three 

in the other canoe. That three-ness necessarily breaks through in the fourth 

group of verses fut891. It infonns the conceptualization of the entire act 

in 1894. 

There remains a further step of interpretaticn. It has to do with 

placement rather than naming. The t'WO tellings differ in the order in 

which the trio are transfonred. In 1891 the order is Floonder, Crow, 

Bluejay. In effect the order is from bow to stem of the canoe: we had 

been told that the only man was steersman (in the stem, and that the speaker, 

Crow, was in the middle. In 1894 the three are introduced by name with 

Flounder explicitly last in the bow--in other v..urds, from stem to bow. 

This order is maintained in the twisting and the placing. w'hy? The 

reason, presumably, is to end the myth with the disposi.tion of Flounder. 

''''In the placing sequence, Bluejay is disposed of in one line, Crow in 

three (with direct speech), Flounder in five (with one IIDre line of 

direct speech than Crow). The placement and length indicate importance. 

The nature of the importance is expressed in the direction of disposition 

and its nature as a speech act. Directicn has to do with an implication of 

boundary maintenance, on the one hand, and male: fe:rl<3.le relations, on 

the other. The nature of the speech act, as a pronouncerrent, has 

especially to do with this last. 

Recall that Bluejay is thrown inland in a line; Brow is thrown inland 

with a speech that she shall not speak Wasco; Flounder is told to go downriver 

to the beach, that is, into the territory of SalnDn and his companions, 

from which they have just COIll.': further up river. Flounder, of course, is a 

fish intrinsically, and is now to assume that nature permanently:, as a food 

for the people to corne. Salrron, of course, is the leader of the fish. 

'Thus this version ends with SalnDn asserting control over tv;u WIDen, the 
. ex1;ernal

two of the other canoe wln are wanen, one Wlth regard co/. terr~tory (Crow 

is go a:vvay from the river and t".ot to speak. the other variety of Chinookan) , 

and other with regard to internal territory and food. Where the first 

act repeatedly announced the dependence of his people for food on plants, 

a v.uma.n's domain, the 1894 version ends with Sa1m:>n himself, as the final 

outcorne of his travel, providing a food of his own kind for his people.~ 
Insofar as flomder can be found year round, its provision matches 

the 'IIlarranted statements of the five plants in the first act. It offsets 

the truth that in Sal.:oDn's absence his people depend on 

Tl;les1actors of b01.mdary and gender acquire resonance when the one 

other version of this myth known to us, recorded in Clackarras Chinook, is 

considered. Like the I<athlarrEt my""J1, it begins with plants, who state 

their worth. Its configuration is different, proceeding through five sets 

of foods, grouped in threes: tw:> sets of plants, one set of birds, and two 

sets of fish. And in an addendum Victoria Howard recalls her IIDther telling 

of Coyote passing berries, one kind at a t:i.Ire, in different vein: the berries 

offer to stab him; he pulls it, announces that it is edible, and refers to 

the people coming soon (Jacobs 1958: 79-80). 'The Clackamas versim thus does 

corne romd to fish, as does the I<athlamet, but v..ritrout a change of plot; and 

the core of speech acts exchanged with the foods encountered is significantly 

different. Here is the first and the begirming of the second: 



They would say perhaps at this tine, 

now things in the ground are coming out, 

perhaps this m:>on, 

perhaps (when) the next is standing, 

the very first button camas will have arrived. 

It said: 
"Goodness~ Were it not for me,
 

"I hold their breath,
 

"long ago starvation had killed your people."
 

He said: 
"Indeed. What does the person talking look like'?" 

'They said: 

"Sort of flat and lrreVl.S[l-"ml:ce 

"Indeed. She is a person. 

'ner name (is to be) Button Camas. 

"They will eat her. II 

Soon now another said: 

"It has becorre visible. 

"Were it not for me, 

"l hold tb..eir breath, 

"Long ago starvation would have killed them." 

They said: 

"Who is talking? 

"\.Jhat does it look like?" 
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1 

2 Notice first that-there is a verbal continuity which suggests a Kathlamet origin. 

3 The first two lines of the assertion seem formulaic and incomplete. Moreover, the 

4 first line contains 'kfuikStX nayka', where the second word is "I" and the first 

5 appears to be a frozen form of the KathlaIIEt cOBtruction with qe: •condition' and 

ne:kStX 'negative'. Mrs. Howard actually replaces this construction once with a 

6 Clackamas equivalent, qama neSqi (1958: 76, lin~ 3); and -nikStX is not otherwise 

7 known in these Clackamas texts. 

8 Notice next that there is a verbal link which suggests a reciprocal Kathlarret 

9 awareness of Clackamas tradition. The first plant narred in the Clackamas text, 

10 the button camas, is ll,-k' alak' iya (the word is the same in Wasco as well). This 

11 is of course the stem of the Y.X)rd first anmmced by Crow in the Kathlamet text, 

12 there rendered La-(their)-q'alakiawa, but untranslated. It is hard not to imagine 

13 that the Kathlamet wuo put this 'WOrd first in Crow's recital, as she came downriver 

14 from the Cascades past t11e rrouth of the river on which the Clackamas lived were 

15 aware that upriver versions of the myth might start with the sa:rre na:rrE. (That 

16 the second and third I1al':reS in the Kathlamet text are not identifiable from what 

17 we know of Clackamas and Wasco suggests that,· they were plant names in a sClfIle';N'hat dis 

18 version and local dialect). 

19 These irtdicat1ions of nutual verbal awareness make more resonant the fact that 

20 Saloon loses out, so to speak, in Clackamas territory. Until the end of her 

21 sequence of 15 foods, Mrs. Howard translated to Jacobs so as to indicate that the 

22 annOimcer was a fish person, maybe Salm:m (cf. 1958: 75). Then she told Jacobs 

23 (in Clackamas) that her rrother's nnther, from whom she knew the story, would say 

24 that it was the Coyote named Stank' iya who did that to everything they eat. Her 

other known source of stories, her lIDther-in-law, would say she did not recall who 

ffi'3.d~ the things that are good to eat here. The inference would seem to be that 

Mrs. Howard recalled a general tradition identifying the announcer as Sahnon. 

'I1:"',is is inkeeping with Jacobs 1 observation in the first footnote to the other 

Clackamas myth of Salnon (#5, 'Coyote and his son's sen'): ''Mrs. Howard's 

omission of trention as to who told her this myth allows the safe inference that 

many Clackauas related it" (1958: 270, n. 25). That these two myths of Salnon 

are in the same category in this respect as the general myth of Coyote's travels 

around the Y.X)rld (tf6), and allIDst alone in this regard--alnnst every other 

in the collection is identified by Mrs. Howard as having been heard from her 

1OClther's lIDther, her lIDther-in-law, or both--suggests their special place as 

general knowledge. In her iImediate family tradition, though, Salm:m has been 

either forgotten or replaced. 
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This 'losing out' may be enacted in d1e very dictation we have. When 

Mrs. 1:1.mwrrd reaches the fifteenth and last food in her series, it goes 

unnamed. The last fish person is said to be simply good and of many uses. 

It corres after trout, eel, and sturgeon. The natural culmination of such 

a series VJOuld be a salrrmt. Perhaps latent conflict between a tradition 

rerrenbered as identifYing t.~e annomc& as Sa1.nPi1, and a tradition in whic.l, 

salm:m is text-ua11y the culminating food mrong fish, breaks through at this 

point. At that point, at least, Mrs. Hmvard ends the ser~es, generalizes 

about all the things in the water, and reports what her m:>ther's nother would 

say, naming Coyote as the ann01.IDcer. (No name has been given the annotmcer 

in the Clackamas dictation mtil this point). And Mrs. Howard stays ..nth 

that view, giving the text itself a title with the 'l1BI'IE of one of~"the 
Coyotes, Stank'iya (cf. Tinaql iya, the name of the Coyote who went around 

the land (p. 80)). We seem to glimpse here the intersection, or transfonration, 

of a cerem:mial progress with an inventory that can end with Coyote byplay. 

In any case, the Clackamas text the ritual relations of the
 

KathlaIIll2t. It is not a ritual er.act::Jrent, but a pedagogical rehearsal. As
 

the VJOrds of Mrs. Howard's indicate, any and all foods could be
 

accOITDdated, and, with a change in the nature of the interacti<Xl, berries
 

were. (Perhaps there was a distinct narrative of Coyote and berries,
 

threatening to stab him, instead of announcing themselves or being described, 

which is the source of the intersection w-ith the Sa1m:m myth) . What is 

learned about each food is not a kin-tie to Salm::m, but a visual appearance. 

Given the appearance as described, the armmmcer identifies the food, 

prDnouncin~ its name and future usefulness. To be useful to the people is of 

course a reward in myths, but not the SBIIl:! as a ritual prestation of blankets, 

dentalia, and the like. The child first hearing the KathlBIIl:!t version would 

have an image of plants being valued by the chief of fish in the way that 

kin are valued in the obligatory ritual exchanges that mark each major social 

relationship, including marriage, birth and death. The child first hearing the 

Clackamas version would have an image of a plant or bird or fish, a salient 

visual trait or tVJO, and then the name that goes with toose traits and sa:rething 

of what they are useful for. In KathlBIIl:!t sa:retimes details are given as to 

the role the plant will play in trade. In the Clackama.s text details are 

saretimes given as to the particular part or rode of preparation that results 

in food. And two negative instances are given, a plant that is only a bitter 

medicine, not a food, and a fish that is no good to eat at all. The Kathlamet 

tradition is ritual enactment, the Clackamas an expansible natural history. 

(For another instance of Mrs. Howard's pleasure in a child acquiring the 

name for something described, see Jacobs 1959a: 371-2). 

To be sure, the Clackamas text does underscorre the conm:m ontological 

point about 'person'. In line 11, when asked about as a (mere) person, 

the entity is referred to with the fonn iL-gw(Lilx. In line 14, when the 

armOlIDcer responds to the description df th~ entity, the form is a-gw,{Lilx. 

IL- is indefinite gender, a- is feminine. The schwa under stress in line 11 

may be phonologically / a/, but the long ~ under stress in line 14 is 

an expressively emphatic alteITIant: person indeed. 

Whether or not the difference of the Clackalms text is due in part to 

the fact that it comes from a line of WCJIe1 is hard to say. Perhaps in act 

II of Cultee I s tellings Salnon is asserting not only a Kathlamet as against 

an upriver text, but also a male text as against a female version or meaning. 

Certainly the Clackamas version is far rerroved from the journey on wtri.ch the 

Kathlamet tradition is nndelled, that of Salnun upriver in the spring. Travel 

from one place to another is not even mentioned, although it is to be inferred, 

since in the supplement at the end C9yote is said to pass all L~e berries, 

and in the other Clackamas myths in which a series of plants &'1d creatures 

are assigned their place in the period to cane, the person doing so (Coyote, 

Grizzly Woman, etc.) travels. In Kathlarnet the underlying journey seems not 

sarething inferrable, but something just below the surface. By tmderlying 

journey I mean that public event in which the arrival of the first saL'lDTI of 

spring is heralded with a special cry and special rites by the conmmity as a 

whJle. That underlying journey is supressed in the text. Instead, Salmm, 

who should be hailed as its eagerly awaited hero, does respectul service to 

aunts and uncles who have referred to him hT"l an insul ting way. He subordinates 

any sense of chiefly ewbarrassment or dishonor silently. Keeping in mind that 

the plant foods represent the dorr.ein of VJOIIen, recall also that in the other 

Sa1.nDn myth yomg Salm:m threw away to starve and perhaps die the wom:m he 

had just rescued in a similar situation. Embarrassment and hurror cormected with 

things anal are strong amcng Chirookans. Having rescued his father's widow 

and ma.de her his wife, yO'lmg Salnon had laid his head in her lap as she paddled 

them to his hare. When maggots appear on him, she brushes them aside and pushes 

him CMa'j, awakening him. Never mind that the iIE.ggots may represent a stage of 

death and rebirth, be the outward sign of an inward change. Earlier the egg from 

which ymmg Salnon had care had been found and cared for by two old wcxren, CrO'WS, 

who had tended its growth and eventually told him of his history (and thus implicit) 
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ty). The appearance of maggots now may indicate that he is to change now in 

is own right from ymmg avenger, nurtured and advised, to autonouous protector 

and chief. The wanan' s aversioo brings :irrmediate punishnent. It seems quite 

likely that in the other myth, the one we are analyzing, Salm:m must suppress 

feelings that the treltion of maggots and his buttocks arouse in order to maintain 

the respect and ritual honor that the text shows him to display. (If the plants 

had wished to convey respect in allucli.ng to the other story, they could"have 

said that he was the one "iNto had avenged his father, punished Coyote and Skunk, 

ptmished the wolves.) 

These considerations ooy explain the presence of Crow in the Kathlamet 

tradition. She represents upriver speech, as the 1894 telling states, in 

cancelling the connection. She represents as well, perhaps, the other myth of 

Salrron, and in it the dependency of the egg left by the murdered father on 0;.;0 

old wanen Crows for survival and inst~i.lCtionQ CrCMT's transformation here may be 

a cancelling of that dependency as 'IN'ell. 

In sum, I suspect that the energy with WI:dch the second act of the story 

bursts forth in the 1891 telling reflects a feeling that things essential to the 

character and identit-y of SallIon have been suppressed and should be asserted. 

A..,d I suspect that the handling of the second act in 1894 is a rrore considered, 

ultimately !TOre telling, expression of the same feeling about Saltron as symbol 

of male worth. 

In this regard we have to consider a certain consistency of placeIIEnt as 

between the tY.U tellings. The 1891 telling seems to weight each act at its 

begirming, and the 1894 telling to weight each act rrore toward its end. Recall 

that the 1891 telling begins v.,'ith a statement of the situation of the myth people, 

together with a naming of each of the five plants who are to figure in v.hat follows. 

Salrron's own arrival on the scene is nex:t estJ:H)lished· .·elaborately. Act II begins 

with the assertion of Salnnn' s leadership in swift sequence. In contrast, the 

1894 telling lacks both preparations at the beginning of Act I; Salnon is simply 

going upriver. And Act II does not bring Salm:m. into play by name and action 

at first. In contrast the concluding stanzas in each scene in Act I include 

not only gifting an:l placing, but tY.U speeches of prOl1.O'lmce.rrent on Salrron' s part; 

and the second act ends not only with twisting, but also with placing, which again 

includes two pronouncanents (in addition to the pronouncement about time of travel). 

The consistency of these differences in weighting suggests that a consistent 

difference in focus is involved. It could of course be just a stylistic choice. 

I think it may be a ch::>ice that expresses a considered meaning. 

The authority of SalnDn at the outset of each act in 1891 is that 

of beiilg first, of being the initiator of action (if only by his arrival 

on the scene in act I). The authority of SalnDn at the end of each act 

in 1891 is nnre profound. That 1891 begins by framing what is to happen 

first in tenns of the five plants, and 1894 does not; that 1894 ends 

with SalnDn a female bird a place and linguistic destiny, and a female 

fish a place in his territory as source of food, I1()';oJ seem consistent facts. 

If mamry alone were the explanation, why in 1894 forget a splendid 

beginning that had COIle inrnediately to mind the first time round three 

years before? The omission of feather regalia arrong the gifts the 

second time, then, seems not an aZcident of J:J:JaIDry either. As we have 

seen. the 1894 telling otherwise seems to show refreshed merrory in these 

stanzas. The omission of feather regalia seems a withholding from ttte 

dooain of plants of the one gift that bespeaks spirit power, 

In S'lID1, both tellings agree in us ing the second act to reassert the 

autrority of the male SalnDn. In 1891 Salrron inmediately reasserts his 

authority and the action tmfolds in response to him. Here he is chief 

and, head of his companions. His concluding action is to ptmish a burlesque 

of his ritual journey, and in so doing to establish the tnle t:i.m= of 

travel to a major point upriver. In 1894 Saltron is not seen or heard at 

first in the second act, and attention is fOL'USsed on the named trio 

his people encounter, specified as beyond their own, Kathlamet, terri.tory. 

At the end, hCMTever, Sa1m::m is shavn in a role rore profound than that of 

chief and hea.dm9.n, tl-te role of shaper of the y;orld to come, as a provider 

of food of his own kind in his own right. In both tellings he and his people 

determine the physical shape of the encountered trio. In the telling of 1894 

a linguistic boundary is implied and the myth ends with a provision of food. 

Fish after, and over, plants, after all, one might think. 

It is possible that the differences can be assigned to tnelIDry and stylistic 

set. I do not think so. I think that the way in 'Which speech acts, placement, 

and proportion are handled shows consistency as between the two tellings, a 

consistency that may indicate reflection inbetween tellings, but intention in 

each. Analysis of the texts in tenos of fonn/meaning covariation in line and 

verse makes it possible to pose such a question. Analysis of the configuration 

of the larger relationships of lines and verses provides, I think, an answer. 
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In eliciting the story a second t:in:e, Boas obtained OOctmJentation of F())'Th[)TES 

three thi.Tlgs at once: consistency of language, sOlOOWhat refreshed Il1Em)ry 
of tradition, and selective use of tradition as well. The ~ texts 1 Presented at the 19th Interna.tiona1 Conference on Salish and 

provide evidence of Katblamet as a language; of the Katblamet tradition of neighooring languages, University of Victoria, Victoria, B. C. 

the myth of Salm::m's journey upriver; and of what the telling of the myth 

may have meant on two occasions to Charles Cultee. 2 The two texts and their translations are on pp. 50-53 (1891 version) 

and 54-57 (1894 version) in Boas 1901. 

3 Not, mwever, in regard to the Katblanet (and Clackamas) myth 

discussed here. Only the Kath1arnet texts had been recorded at the 

t:i.Ire Boas undertook his massive comparative study (1916); the 

particular text is not included. See the reference list to 

Kath1amet texts (1916: 1015). Levi-Strauss (1981: 569) does refer 

to the Kathlarret text in the following 'MJrds: 

':' •.. skunk-cabbage; this foul-smelling aracea, 'Which is still closer 

to the category of the rotten, is the first plant to flower in the 

spring, even before the snow has finished melting. At that time of 

year, it 'W8.S ofte.."'1 the only food the Indians have to save them from 

and the Kathlanet say in one of their myths (M794; Gunther 

3. pp. 22-3) that before discovering sa1m:m, humans lived alnnst 

entirely on sk"1.IDk cabbage•.. " 

The Gunther reference is to her Etlmobotany of Western Washington 

(University of Washington Publications in Anthropology 10 (1) (1945). 

M794 identifies the myth in Levi-Strauss' own index of myths 

arla1yzed. On p. 726 M794 is listed w"'ith the title: ''Kathlanet, 

'Humanity's first food"'. By the end of this article it smu1d be 

clear how misled 'MJuld be someone who knew of the myth only by this 

substituted title and the observation as to 'What it says. My ov.n 

interpretation makes use of insights Levi-Strauss himself has 

developed, as to the dialectic of opposition between myths (and parts 

of myths; but here structuralism has abandoned the t.e..'Ct. 

4 On personal meaning evolving itire1ation to a story. cf. Krauss 1982. 
L 

On the evolution cf 'MJrk in the region, see Baud 1982. 
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FCXJ'TIU1'ES (COrltin1Lled) 

Presumably the starry flounder (P1atichthys stellatus (Pallas»:5 

"F1ounders are marine flatfish that have roth eyes at the same 

side of tte head and are "White on the ''blind..'' ventral side ... 

It usually does not venture far frOID the head of tidewater, but 

occasionally goes further upstream, and has been reported as 

far as 75 miles up the Columbia River ...The starry flounder can 

tolerate the full range of salinities fran completely fresh water 

to sea water .•.. In shallow estuaries it noves onto flats 
during high tide and returns to the river charme1 as the tide recedes and 

exposes the flats ...Starry flounders may reach a length of 3 feet 

and a 'Weight of 20 potmds ...Females generally are reported to grow 

faster than males and to be heavier at a given length.. , 

The spawning season in California is from late November through 

February. II (Wydoski and Whitney 1979: 167-8). Thus the flounder 

can be found the length of KathlaITM:!t territory; the female is the 

nore useful, which fits the feminine gender (a-); and is 

present in winter rronths. 

That the first Act is thought of as involving the domain of ~.6 
despite the fact that the genders of three of the plant foods are 

masculine. is suggested by the order in "Which the five plants are 

~ at ',the very beginning of Act I in the 1891 telling. The 

order is not randan, as it might seem in relation to the sequence 

in which the plants occur in the following scenes. The t'W'O 

plants which are feminine in gender are named first. The presence of 

the faninine gender prefix a- is obscured by the fact that identical 

~ls in Chinookan coa1escene into a single ~l, notably v.:hen 

the end of one \VOl"d and the begirnring of another is involved. Here 

the conjunction 'and t (k-a) ends in la/. and Boas heard the single 

occurrence of a sOlIDd Ial as part of the conjunction. 'When the 

rules of combination of sCll.D.1ds are taken into account, there is also 

an Ial at the beginning of the 'WOrd that follows k' a in lines 2 

and 3. 
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